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ABSTRA,CT

The objectives of the investigatÍon are to evaluate
recently pubJ-ished condensation heat transfer correlations
and compare the resul-ts to the correl-ations recommended by

ASHRÀE for horizontal- tubul-ar condensers with condensation
inside tubes under different fl_ow regimes.

A design procedure based on two phase frow transj-tions
developed by so]-iman for mist to annul_ar and annul_ar to wavy

fl-ow are used because of sÍmplicity and extensive data
support. Three major fl-ow regimes are defined by the above

two transi-tional- criteri-a for a horizontal condenser and

suitabl-e heat transfer correlations for each of the three
regimes are selected.

seven correl-ations avairabr-e in the l_i-terature are
compared with a data base from four different publications.
Local- condensation heat transfer coeffici_ents of condensing

vapors in the mist fl-ow regime are predicted accurately by

solimanrs correlation. rn this regime, where the weber

number is greater than 40, the other six correl_ations are
l-ess precise.

rn the annul-ar fl-ow regime, defj-ned by weber less than
40 and Froude number greater than seven for condensation

inside horizontal tubes, the heat transfer coefficient is
represented by a single correl_ation.

Flows with a Froude number l_ess than seven are in the
wavy fl-ow regime and the heat transfer coefficient within
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this regime is predicted adeguately by the ASHRAE recommended

correl-ation. The experimentar data within this regime is
l-imited.

A design procedure in the form of a computer program in
BASrc J-anguage is developed based on the above results. The

food processing industry has numerous applications in which

the waste heat rejected by refrigeration systems can be used

for preheating water. Heat exchanger designs for
condensation heat transfer inside tubes provide an economical

method of recl-aiming this heat.
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NOMENCLÀTURE

English Svmbol-s:

a Grayitational component arong an inclined tube,
m/ s2
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.r/kg. x
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hL Dittus-Boelter single phase heat transfer
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CHA,PTER 1

TNTRODUCTTON

1.1 General-

lieat recovery is recl-aj-ming part or a1l of the waste

heat energy, that may otherwise be rejected into the

environment during a process. The strategy of recovering

waste heat depends in part on the economics involved and the

temperature of the fl-uid rejecting heat. Heat recovery

systems have become economícally attractive with the price

escal-ation of primary fuels. As a result, greater emphasis

is placed on energy conservation and maximum resource use.

The sources of waste heat may be subdivided according to the

temperature ranges; namely, the high temperature range (above

65OoC), the medium temperature range (between 23OoC¡ and

65OoC) and the l-ow temperature range (below 23OoC). High and

medium temperature waste heat can be used for a number of
purposes. For example, it may be used to produce process

steam or mechanical- work before the waste heat is extracted.

The industrial uses for l-ow temperature heat rejected is
limited. However, the food processing industry offers a

promising application because only in such industries are

large vol-umes of low temperature water required for various

operations such as meat, fj-sh, poultry and vegetabJ-e

preparation. Such industries are generally eguipped with
large mechanj-car refrigeration systems. These systems reject
considerabl-e amount of waste heat in the low temperature
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range" Even though the rejected heat is at. a low

thermodynamic quality, the scope for economic recovery of the

waste heat exist when a simul-taneous demand for low

temperature heat exists.

I.2 Vapor Compression Cycl-es

The vapor compression cycJ-e is the most common cycle

used to transfer thermal energy continuously from a

refrigerated space to the environment. Àn actual vapor

compression cycle is shown in Fignrre 1. t. The actual- vapor

compression cycle deviates considerably from the basic ideal_

vapor compressJ-on cycle and the Carnot cycle. The Carnot

cycle is reversible but the ideal vapor compression cycle is
comprised of irreversibl-e processes.

fn an ideal- vapor compression cycle the irreversi-
bilities are caused by isothermal- evaporation and conden-

sation processes, which require a finite temperature differ-
ence in the heat exchanger to transfer heat. rrreversi-
bil-ities are also developed when fl_uids fl_ow through tubes.

The refrigerant flow through tubes are accompanied by

pressure drop due to friction. Another major j-rreversibility

occurs in the expansion val-ve.

In addition to the above, ârr actual vapor compression

cycle incl-udes the pressure losses encountered Ín the suction
and discharge val-ves. There is an entropy increase
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associated with these pressure l-osses" Fig. t.I il_l_ustrates

these phenomena and the entropy gro$rth associated with the

pressure l-osses and compressi-on process by the path from two

to six.
rn practice a coefficient of performance of

refri-geratÍon ( COP ) between I .5 and 3 is attainabl-e. This

depends on the temperature difference between the evaporator

and condenser that is T1 and T7 as shown in Fig. 1"2. The

greater the temperature difference, the lower the COp, thus a

one ton refrigeration machine using Refrigerant-sO2 (R-S02)

woul-d remove heat at the rate of 3.52 kw (from a refrigerated
space maj-ntained at -zOoC) during the cooling process. The

power input to the compressor drive would be 2"4 kW and the

heat discharged at a rate of 6.1 kV{ at 43oC. In this process

approximately 38.6 g/s of refrigerant is circulated in the

system. The actual COP is then 1.35. A complete analysis of
a vapor compression cycle is gJ-ven in APPENDIX A. The rate
of heat gain, from the suctj-on l-ines and the compressor

wal-l-s, is approximately 0.18 kW. Fig. L"2 gives the entropy

changes invol-ved in an actual vapor compression cycle.

T"2"L Singl-e Stage Vapor Compressj-on Cycl-e

SingÌe stage vapor compression cycles are used for
refrigeration machinery when the difference between the

evaporating and condensing temperatures does not exceed 7OoC.

If this difference is exceeded the COp decreases and
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therefore the operation becomes l-ess efficient.
In mul-tistage vapor compression cycles the single stage

vapor compressj-on cycles of differenL refrigerants are

coupled to increase the temperature difference between the

evaporator and the condenser. such methods can produce very

Iow temperatures in the evaporators.

The combination and sequence of components reguired to
achieve the cyclic operation of a refrigeration system is
gj-ven in Fig. 1.3. The vapor compression machine consists of
the compressor with drive motor, evaporator, condenser and

expansion val-ve. These components are connected to a cl-osed

system by pipes in which a refrigerant with suitabfe
thermodynamic propertíes circurates. This refrigerant is
kept at such a pressure in the evaporator so that the

evaporating temperature is bel-ow the temperature of the

medium to be cool-ed. Because of the temperature difference,
heat flows into the evaporator and the refrigerant evaporates

whil-e absorbing heat. The resulting vapor is drawn off by

the compressor and compressed to a pressure such that the

condensing temperature at this pressure is above the
temperature of the medium receivj-ng the waste heat. Because

of the temperature difference, heat is discharged from the
condenser and al-l- the refrigerant vapor condenses whire

discharging heat. The J-iguid refrigerant is expanded in an

expansion val-ve to the J-ow evaporating pressure and can thus

absorb heat again in the evaporator, thereby closing the cycle.
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L"2"2 Compression Ratlo

The ratios of the absol-ute suctlon pressure to the

absol-ute dlscharge pressure ls called the compresslon ratio.

Hence, for a given evaporator and condenser temperatures the

compression ratio becomes a constant. However, in general

increasing the discharge pressure or lowering the suction

pressure wil-l- resul-t ln a low coefficient of performance.

For exampfe, with R-12 as the refrigerant a COP of 2"4 is

obtained when the compression ratio is 9.9 (refer Tabl-e r.1),

however, Lf the compression ratio is increased to 13"1, by

increasing the condenslng pressure to 1378 kPa from 1041. I

kPa, the COP decreases to 1.3 resuJ-ting in a 46 percent

reduction in performance. Similarly, when the compressj-on

ratio is increased to 16.8 by reducing the evaporating

pressure from 103.4 kPa to 62 kPa the COP decreases to 1.9

giving a reduction of approximateJ-y 2l percent"

The sel-ection of a suitable compressor depends on the

capacity of the compressor. The capacity of the compressor

is the volume of refrÍgerant a compressor can dlsplace per

unit time " The compressor must be able to displace al-l- the

vapor generated by the evaporator during a glven time

interval. The system wiII be in equilibrium only when the

volume of vapor compressed becomes egual to the volume of
vapor generated 1n the evaporator"
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I.2" 3 Choice of Refrigerants

Since the compression ratio is fixed by the evaporator

and condenser temperatures the selection of a suitable
refrigerant becomes important for high COP and l-ow compressor

power reguirement.

A refrigerant is any substance which acts as a cooling

agent by absorbing heat from another body or substance. In
vapor compression cycles the refrigerant is the working fluid
of the cycle which alternateJ-y vaporizes and condenses as it
absorbs and gives off heat, respectively. To be suitable for
use as a refrigerant in the vapor compression cycle, a fl_uid

shoul-d possess certain chemical-, physical and thermodynamj-c

propertJ-es that make it both safe and economical- to use.

The suitability of a refrigerant depends on the type of
application. Hence, there is no single ideal- refrigerant. A

safe refrigerant must be nonfl-ammabl-e, nonexplosive and

nontoxic. Most of the refrigerants in common use are both

nonflammabl-e and nonexplosive. These refrigerants are mildly
toxic and therefore suitable precautions must be taken to
prevent contamination of products and protect the heal_th of
t,he operators.

For economical use, the refrigerant must be capable of
providing a high COP. The important properties of the

refrigerant infl-uencing the capacity and COp are:
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Latent heat of vaporization,

specific volume of vapor,

compression ratio,
specific heat of refrigerant in both liquid and

vapor states.

Except in smal] systems, a high l-atent heat varue is
desirabl-e to reduce the amount of refrigerant circurated per
unit of refrigeration capacity. when a high l_atent heat
value is accompanied by a l-ow specific volume in the vapor

state, the efficiency and capacity of the compressor are
greatry increased. This not onJ-y decreases the power

consumption but al-so decreases the reguired compressor

dispracement. when the compressor displacement decreases

smaller and more compact equipment can be used. However, in
smal-l systems , íf the l-atent heat val_ue of the refrigerant is
too high, the amount of refrigerant circul-ated will_ be

insufficient for accurate control_ of the riguid. Tabl_e 1 . t
gives a comparison of three refrigerants for -zgoc evaporator
temperature and 43oc condenser temperature. rt is evident
from this comparison that a row specific vol-ume of vapor and

a high l-atent heat val-ue founc in the case of R-22 to reduce

the compressor displacement, increases the capacity of the
compressor.

Low compression ratios resul_t in low power consumption

and high vol-umetric efficiency, the l_atter being important in
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smal-Ier systems since it permits the use of smalf

compressors. The effect of low compression ratios is not
apparent in Table r. t due to the changes in the refrigeration
effect with different refrigerants.

À low adiabatic compressor discharge temperature is
highry desirabl-e. when combined with a reasonable

compression ratio, a low adiabatic discharge temperature
greatly reduces the possibi]-ity of overheating of compressor

and contributes to a maintenance free life of the compressor.

A low discharge temperature becomes more important for
hermetj-c motor compressors because with the increase in
temperature the refrigerants tend to decompose chemicaÌry.

Àlthough R-22 gives a good compressor capacity for the
conditions stipurated in Tabl-e r.1, the discharge temperature
reaches 92oc and therefore its use under these conditions
becomes prohibitive.

refrigerant with a high thermal conductivity in the
vapor phase is desirabre because the heat transfer rate can

be improved in the heat exchangers, thereby reducing the size
of heat transfer equipment.

A consi-derabl-e amount of moisture and other contaminants

will- be drawn into the evaporator if the pressure is below

atmospheric, thus an above atmospherj_c pressure is desirable
in the evaporator and the l-ow pressure side of the system.

The use of R-r2, as shown in Tabl-e 1.1, gives an absol_ute

pressure of 103.4 kpa at the evaporator. A sl_ight drop in
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the evaporator temperature would cause a negative gauge

pressure ín the evaporator. Hence, the use of R-12 for the

conditions given in Tabl-e 1 .I is not suitabl_e.

Reasonably low condensing pressures under normal

atmospheric conditions al-l-ow the use of light weight

materials in the construction of the condensing eguipment,

thereby reducing the size, weight and cost of equipment.

Although R-fz and R-22 gives low condensing pressures, as

shown in Table L"L, compared to R-502 the earlier mentioned

disadvantages of R-r2 and R-22 excrude their selection. As a

resul-t, R-502 offers a good choice under these conditions.
Freon-I2 is the most widely used refrj-gerant especially

in domestic refrigerators. rt is nontoxic, nonfl-ammable and

nonexpJ-osive. ft is a highly stable compound even at high

operating temperatures. If Freon-l2 comes in contact with
fl-ame or heated el-ectrical coil it decomposes releasing toxi-c

gases. It has a boil-ing temperature of -29. BoC at
atmospheric pressure. Freon-12 is oil- miscible under al-l

operating conditi-ons. This simplifies the probl_em of
returning the oiJ- to the compressor and increases the

efficiency and capacity of the system because the sol-vent

action of the refrigerant maintains the evaporator and

condenser heat transfer surfaces free of oil fil-ms.

Although the refri-geration effect per kg of R-12 is
relativeJ-y smal-l compared to other commonly used refrigerants
it has a distinct advantage in smal-l systems where accurate
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control of liquid fl-ow can onry be done when a large vol-ume

fl-ow rate is availabl-e. The disadvantage of a l-ow l-atent
heat val-ue is offset by the high vapor density, so the
compressor displacement reguired per ton of refrigeration is
not much greater than the other common refrigerants.

R-22 (CHcl-F2) has a boil-ing point of -40.BoC at
atmospheric pressure. This was primarily deveroped for low

temperature appl-ications. The operating pressures and the

adiabatic compressor discharge temperatures are higher than

for R-12. Power requirements are approximately the same.

Although miscibre in oil- at temperatures found in the

condenser, R-22 wil-l- separate from the oil- in the evaporator.

R-22 is especially advantageous over R-12 when small

compressor displacements are required. The refrj_geratj_on

capacity is approximately 60 percent greater than R-12 for a

given compressor displacement. Hence, the pipe sizes are

smal-l-er for R-22 compared to R-12 and the amount of
refrigerant required for a specific apprication is less.

R-502 is an azotropic mixture of 4g. g percent by mass of
R-22 and 51.2 percent of R-115. This was developed to
replace F.-22 in some low temperature, high compression ratj-o
applications. rt has been wi-dely emproyed for the frozen
food and cold storage temperature appÌications. R-so2 is
al-so wefr suited for heat pump appJ-ications. The particular
advantage of R-502 over R-zz is its l-ower adiabatic discharge

temperature" However, both the compressor displacement and
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the power required per unit refri-gerating capacity are higher

for R-502, as are the operating pressures.

The relatj-ve costs of R-I2, R-22 and R-502 are given

below:

Relative Costs of Refrigerants

R-12 1.0

R-22 1.75

R-502 2 "59

1.3 Applications

The preservation of food products is one of the most

common uses of mechanical refrigeration. The guality of food

products deteriorates when enzymes and microbes already

present act on the food products. The activity of these

deteriorating agents are reduced when the temperature of the

commodity is lowered. Hence, mechanical refrigeration has

become one of the least expensive methods of food

preservation when the aim is to preserve the original
nutritíonal value and sensory properties of the product"

The application of vapor compression refrigeration
systems are numerous, however, they may be broadly cl-assified
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into the following:

a) Domestic refrigeration,
b) Commercial- refrigeration,
c) Industrial_ refrigeration,
d) Marine and Transport refrigeration, and

e) Air conditioning"

Domestic refrigeration represents a significant portion
of the refrigeration industry, but because of the relatively
small capacities, the heat rejected from the condensers has

not been recovered economj-cally. consideration is now been

given to use this waste to heat the ventirating air of energy

efficient residences.

rn commercial- apprications refrigeration equipment is
used for processing, storing, displaying and dispensing of
perishabl-e commodities in retail stores, restaurants and

hotel-s. certain sports activities requiring ice surfaces are

commercial ventures rejecting large quantities of heat from

ice making machines. Such establ-ishments require substantial
amount of hot water for showering by participants and other
domestic hot water uses for which the waste heat may be used.

rndustrial refrigeratiorr unj-ts are large and therefore
the incorporation of a heat recovery system is often
economically feasibÌe. Typica]- industrial apprication of
refrigeration are ice prants, large meat, fish, pouÌtry and

frozen foods packing plants as wel-l- as breweries, dairies and
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industrial plants such as oil refineries, chemj_caI plants,
rubber plants, etc. Generally, the food industry uses large

amounts of low temperature domestic and process hot water.

Thus it is economical- to use water cool-ed condensers to
preheat the hot water reguirements.

Marj-ne and transportation refrigeration systems and the

air conditioning systems offer little scope for condenser

waste heat recovery. Ho$rever, certain sel-ect situations
especially with air conditioning unj-ts may become feasible.

The preservation of food products is one of the maÍn

concerns of industrial and commercial- refrigeration, because

of the time lapse before meat, vegetables and mil_k products

reach the consumers. Durj-ng the perlod of time the chances

for bacterial- contamination and growth is high. Bacterial
contamination and growth in food products deteriorates
quality which may cause possible food poisoning. The

bacteria causing food polsoning are cal-Ied pathogenic

bacteria which do not muJ-tiply at temperatures bel_ow 4oC.

The spoilage bacteria, called psychopil_lic bacteria, can

survive even at temperatures as l-ow as -4oC. However, both

pathogenic and psychophiric bacteria become dormant at -tooc.
Meat processing plants usually require large

refrigeratj-on capacities because the initial refrigeration of
carcass must be very rapid to reduce the l-ive animal body

temperature. The bulk of the beef chitling is done within 16

to 20 hours. whereas a hoq carcass is chil-red within g to L2
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hours. Such rapid temperature reduction is reguired to
reduce the microbial growth that may occur on the carcass

surfaces. rn order to achieve rapid chilling of carcasses

large refrigeration capacj-ties and air circulation are

reguired" Meat packing pJ-ants reguire hot water in 1arge

quantities. Beef carcasses are washed, immediately after
they are cut, with 16 to 46oc water. warm water is also used

for washing down of eguipment, floors, etc. since the demand

for large amounts of l-ow temperature water are reguired at
the same time as chilling of the products is required, ârr

application of heat recovery from the refrigeration system

exists in the meat process j-ng plants.

A simil-ar opportunity for the application of condenser

waste heat exists in the poultry processing industry.
Poultry is either ice chilled (I to ZoC), deep chilled (-2oC)

or frozen (-18oC or lower). Cooling of poultry carcasses,

from its body temperature (24 to 35oC) during slaughtering,
is done within 4 to 8 hours depending on the carcass weight.

The heavier the bird the longer the time to reduce the
temperature. Many poultry processing plants are able to
process 5000 to 10,000 birds per hour. Therefore, Iarge
refrigeration capacitj-es are regui-red to handte the peak

l-oads. As a result, the condensers rej ect an appreciabl-e

amount of heat which can be economicalJ-y recovered. The

recovered heat has number of alternate uses in the poultry
processing industry. Hot water at s0 to 70oc is required for
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scal-ding. This heatÍng demand in the poultry industry may be

met by either gas fired water heaters or by condensing steam.

Hence, the use for the condenser wast.e heat at 65 to BOoc is
availabl-e for preheating the hot water of the scal-der in
poultry processing plants, which al_so require Ìarge
guantities of hot water for sterilization, cleaning and

domestic use.

Fish processing plants, l-ike poultry and meat packing

plants, reguire a substantial_ amount of refrigeration
capacity to preserve the guatity of processed fish. storage

temperature of frozen fish ranges from -2OoC to -3OoC. Sea

foods are very susceptible to high temperatures and poor

handling practices. Hence , for longer shel-f life fish must

be stored at temperatures l_ower than -23oC. Compared to
other meat products fish requires lower storage temperatures.

The maximum storage rife of fish varies with species but
generally, it has been found, fish kept in refrigerated
storage at 2oc l-asts for ro to 15 days. For storage of fish
ronger than 15 days the temperature must be ]owered to -23oc
or l-ower. The hot water demand in a fish processing plant is
mainly for wash downs and domestic use.

The recovery of condenser waste heat from refrigeration
systems has a number of uses in the dairy industry. The

opportunities for 1ts application l-ies at the dairy farm and

at the mil-k processing plant Ievel. rn the farms, hot water

is used for cl-eaning the mil_king and storage eguipment.
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Refrigeration systems are used to cool- the mil-k from 32oc to
about ¿oc until- it is delivered to a dairy pJ-ant for further
processing. Most dairy farms have bul_k mil_k tanks to
receive, cooÌ and hold mil-k. Tank capacities range from 750

to L2 000 i-itres. To maintain the quality of mil_k, fresh
mil-k must be cool-ed to looc from 32 "2oc within the first hour

and from looc to 4oc within the next hour. During the second

and subseguent milking, sufficj-ent refrigeration capacity
must be available to prevent the temperatures of the bl-ended

milk from rising above 7oc. Hence, it is clear that even at
the farm level- the refrigeration capacities required to
handle mil-k are large enough for the appJ_ication of an

economj-cally feasibre condenser waste heat recovery unit.
rn the dairy pJ-ants the mil-k obtained from the farms is

standardized and blended for its mi]k fat content and then

pasteurized by heating it to 63oc. Mil_k is hel_d at this
temperature for half an hour and then cool-ed rapidry within
less than one hour to about 4oc. Rapid cooling is achieved

by passing milk through evaporator plate heat exchangers of
the refrigeratj-on system" Because of the large vor-ume of
mil-k handl-ed in these processi_ng ptants refrigeratj-on
capacities reguired are also large. rn addition to the
cooling load needed during pasteurizatj-on a further cooling
l-oad is required for butter, cheese, yoghurt, sour cream and

ice cream manufacture. Hot water is required for the

cleaning of eguipment and for the empJ-oyee domestic needs.
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Vegetable and fruit packing plants al-so have

refrigeration eguipment and hot water demand. vegetabl-es are

blanched with warm water before being packed and stored in
refrigerators " This warm water reguirement is substantial-
and temperature of water used ranges between 3o-4ooc. The

desired refrigerator storage temperature for vegetabl-es and

fruits is 0 to loC. fn addition to the control- of
temperature in the refrigerated space, vegetabl_es and fruits
require the control- of rel-ative humidity for ronger shetf
life. A low level of relative humidity increases moisture
l-osses and thereby reduces the quality and freshness of
vegetables and fruits.

Commercial food handling outlets have a promising

opportunity to recover condenser waste heat from their
refrigeration eguipment. Display refrigerators are designed

to merchandi-ze food to maximum advantâ9ê, whire providing as

much refrigeration as is required for short term protectj-on

of the food. Genera]-J-y the storage temperatures in such food

dispray units range from -2 to soc for chirred products and

-18 to -3OoC for frozen foods and ice creams. Large

refrigerated warehouses are arso reguired in commercial_

handling outl-ets. The demano for domestic hot water also
coexists and thus the opportunity for the application of
waste heat recovery systems with food handling outl_ets.

Rj-nks use artificially made ice surfaces and sufficient
refrigeration capacity to control humidity and temperature of
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the air space is reguired" The freezing of an ice sheet is
usually accomplished by the circulation of heat transfer
fluid through a network of pipes l-ocated below the surface of
ice. With a wet bul-b temperature of 7oC and a 2.5 mm thick
j-ce layer satisfactory ice is formed at -soc for most of the

sports activities. The ice sheeL in the rink can be made

faster if warm water is used rather than water at ambi_ent

temperature. Sports complexes of such nature reguire large

amount of domestic hot water. Hence, the heat rejected from

the air conditioning and refri,geration equipment can be used

to meet part or all- of the heating demand in j-ce rinks.

I.4 Heat Recovery From Refrigeration Svstems

r.4.1 Sensible and Latent Heat

As previ-ously shown the refrigeratj-on process

necessitates discharging heat from the condenser at a

temperature higher than the ambient. Conventionally this
heat may be rej ected vj-a a cool-ing tower or by means of an

air or water cooled condenser directly to ambient air or

water. The discharged heat may al-ternatery be recovered and

used for space heating, watel- preheating, or some other

process. The heat is often of a comparatively low grade thus

its use may be restricted to areas located conveniently in
cl-ose proximity to the condenser. one of the main advantages

of such an install-ation, however, is the fact that
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repl-acement of the conventional condenser arrangement with
one suitable for heat recovery is comparatively inexpensive,

and a quick return on investment may be anticipated" The cop

can not be optimized for the heating mode because the plant
is normalJ-y instal-Ied for the refrigeration duty. However,

producj-ng some heating at a relatively low additional_ cost

makes this point l-ess significant.
In most of the food processing plants Ìarge amounts of

waste heat can be recovered from refrigeration units. The

rejected waste heat is at a temperature of about 4O-9OoC.

The heating load of these food processing plants are 1arge, a

substantial- fraction of this being spent for heating low

temperature hot water for various processes and for domestic

use. Therefore, the waste heat can be readily utilized to
preheat the incoming, fresh, cord water. A saving of cooring

water or fan power coul-d be involved as wel_l- as the energy

for heating the water" The demand for heating and the

availability of condenser heat may not occur at the same time

during the operating period, therefore, water storage may

become necessary.

The heat rejected 1n a condenser is obtained from a

condensing vapor" Vapors re'¿ain heat energy in two forms,

Sensibl-e heat, and

latent heat.

a)

b)
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The senslble heat. of a vapor 1s avallabl-e as superheat.

The superheated vapor has low heat transfer coefficlents
compared to saturated condensing vapors, Hence, more

condenser surface 1s reguired to remove egual amount of heat

from a superheated vapor compared to a saturated vapor.

Therefore, a mlnimar amount of superheat 1n the refrigerant
is desi-rable to i-ncrease t,he cop and reduce the cost of
condenser. However, lnr practice refrigeration systems cannot

be operated without acquiring some superheat.

A comparison made between the heat transfer coefficients
resurting from a condensing vapor and a superheated vapor

flowing inside a tube shows that the heat transfer
coefficients arising from a saturated condensing vapor to be

5-r0 tlmes higher than the heat transfer coefficlents
resulting from the frow of a slngle phase superheated gas.

Therefore, a substantial portlon of heat recoverabre from a

condenser l-1es In the latent heat. under normal conditions
the superheated vapor contributes about rs percent of the
total heat reJ ected l-n a condenser.

There are advantages of having superheat in the vapor.

The wat.er can then be heated to a higher temperature by the

use of a counter flow exchanger. Generally under practical
conditions an attempt ls made to keep the superheat bel_ow 20-

250C.
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Oual-ity of Energy

The concept of gual-ity of energy arj-ses from the second

law of thermodynamics. The thermodynamic functj_on exergy

t.akes into account the consequences of the second law of
thermodynamics, in addition to those of the first l_aw. The

exergy j-s a generallzed thermodynamic potential, egual to the
maxÍmum work which coul-d possibly be extracted from a

thermodynamic system in a given state. Hence, it is easier
for desj-gners to match the guality of energy supply and

demand in engineering processes using exergy.

rf high guarity energy is spent to heat row temperature
water the exergy loss is higher. For exampre, if 4o0oc steam

is used to heat process water, frowing at the rate of 1 kg/s,
from ¿oc to 3zoc with a heat transfer efficiency of B0

percent the exergy lost is Br.2 w. However, if a refrigerant
condensing at 43oc is used, the exergy l-ost is only 7.4 w.

The applj-cation of first l-aw alone wil-l- result in the actual_

energy reguired to heat this water, which does not indicate
the differences in the sources of heat.

The heating of process water with the high quality steam

and 1ow guality refrigerant l-eads to the same end result for
the process water in the exarTrple. However, the unnecessary

thermodynamic degradation of energy reguired to produce steam

and the assocj-ated l-osses due to the high temperature
potentiar of steam is a waste of resource, Hence, wherever

there are alternate opportunities to produce low qual-ity heat

r.4 "2
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instead of a high guality fuel, such avenues are worth

exploring.

1.5 Àdvantages of Condensing Inside Tubes

The use of condensing refri-gerants as a heating source

in conventional refrigeration systems reguire few

modifications. Majority of the conventional- refrigeration
systems use roof top condensers, where the heat is rejected
to the ambient air. In order to modify such a system to
incorporate a waste heat recovery system, a suitable water

cooled condenser must be selected or designed.

Off-the-shelf water cooled condensers are generally

shell- and tube heat exchangers. water is passed inside the

tubes whereas the vapor is arrowed to condense on the tubes.

such condensers require heavier shel-l-s to withstand the hoop

stresses developed by the high pressure vapor. The absol_ute

pressures normally found in the high pressure side of the

compressors, used in the refrj-geration industry, range from

20-40 kPa. As a result, the shel-l of a heat exchanger needs

to be considered a pressure vessel-. conseguently, the cost

of equipment rises. rf the vapor is condensed within the

tube, the additional- cost reguired to introduce heat recovery

methods is probably l-ower. Copper tubes used in the heat

exchangers are strong enough to resj_st the pressures of
condensing vapors. Hence, the additional cost incurred in
the design and manufacture of the shell can be avoided.
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under these conditions the shel-l can be made of standard

commercial- piping which wiÌl- withstand the main water
pressure.

rn addition to being stronger, the shell- requires leak
proof methods for the assembly of pipes and fixtures when

condensation takes place on the tubes. when vapor condenses

within the tubes, as in air cool-ed condensers, the tubes can

be sol-dered to the tube plates at the inl-et and outlet ends

of the condenser. This method is cost effective and l_eak

proof. Because the tubes used to convey the vapor from the
compressor to the condensers and the tubes used inside the
condensers are all made of copper require a lower fabrication
cost. It is also important to minimize the machine down time
regui-red for retrofitting. rf the shel-I side is used for
vapor condensation, dissimil-ar material_s are encountered in
conveying the vapor to the shelI, and a gasket is reguired
which introduces the possibility of l-eaks. Às a resuJ_t,

inl-et and outlet nozzles for the shell- side fl_uid requires
additional- care and speciar attachments to prevent the l-eaks.

Prevention of gaseous l-eaks are expensive. Therefore, using
in-tube condensation process reduces the cost and care

reguired in fabrication.
The weight of refrigerant required to fil_l_ the

refrigeration system is increased several- fold when shell
side condensation is used. The sherl side vol-ume is many

times larger than the tube side totar- vor-ume, hence, ân
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increased mass of refrigerant is required to charge the

system. This additional- mass of refrigerant increases the

first cost of the system.

l-.6 Dj-sadvantages of Condensation Within Tubes

When vapors condense inside or outside tubes the

condensate film on the surfaces offers a thermal resistance
to heat fl-ow from the condensing vapor to the cooling medium.

rn case of condensatj-on within the tube the J-iguid film forms

an annul-us around the tube. The hydrodynamic forces of the

high verocity vapor prevents this liguid fil-m from f]owing to
the bottom of a horizontal- tube. As a result, the high focal_

heat transfer coefficients found at the beginning of
condensation drops rapidJ-y. As the liguid fil_m annulus

thickens a greater film resistance to heat flow occurs. As

the vapor mass velocity decreases along the length of the
condenser the vapor momentum drops below a certain level-

where it can no longer maintain the annul-us around the tube.

consequentry the tiguid fl-ows down along the wal-ls due to
gravity and partially fills the bottom of the tube. This

further retards the heat transfer from the vapor. The

condensation progresses at a reduced rate until- the entire
vapor becomes condensed. As a resul-t of the reduction in
local- heat transfer coefficient along the length of the tube

the area required to condense a given guantity of vapor is
increased. However, íD case of shel-l side condensation
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condensing vapor drips off the tube, thereby reducing the
condensate fil-m thickness on the tube. Therefore, the local
heat transfer coefficient does not reduce. rt has al_so been

found by Young and wohlenberg [t]* while condensing R-12 on a

tube bank that the variation in heat transfer coefficient
with tube position in the tube bank is not great. This is
because the condensate fil-m in the l-ower tubes is rippred and

disturbed by drops from the upper tubes. These ripples
increase convection and introduces a mass transfer in the
condensate layer, thus increasj-ng the rate of heat flow
through the film.

In case of condensation within the tubes, as the
condensing liguid firrs the tube, near the outret end of the
condenser intermittent liguid and gas slugs may be formed.

As more heat is removed from the vapor which is sandwiched in
between alternate slugs of liquid, the vapor pockets

collapse. This increases the hydrodynamic momentum of the
liquid phase whil-e rushing to fil-l- the empty space created by

the col-l-apsing vapor. This, although a type of cavitation is
not as severe as in pumps, develops improsive forces which

erode the tube wal-l-s. such cavitation does not occur in case

of shel-I side condensation.

The major advantage of using sherr- side condensation is
that, verifì-ed, reliabl-e, general-ized correr-ations are

* Number in brackets denote references at end of thesis.
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available to predict condensation heat transfer coefficj-ent
outside the tubes. Therefore, the design procedures for
condensation outside the tubes are well establ-ished.

However, in case of in-tube condensation there are no single
general correlation ava j-l-able. Most of the correlations
availabl-e in the l-iterature are valid only for the ranges of
parameters for which they were developed. When correl-ations

are used outside their range of applicability, the deviations

may be out by an order of magnitude. Therefore, ârr attempt

is made through this work to develop generalized

correl-ations to predict the process of in-tube condensation

and to develop design procedures.
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CHÀ,PTER 2

FÏELD STUDY

The proper sel-ection and application of waste heat

recovery can not only conserve significant guantities of fuel
but can also reduce the cost of an operation. In order to
effectively utilize waste heat recovery technigues, an

appropriate energy balance and profile of the characteristics
should be determined for the industrial process of concern.

The determination of process energy requirements are

particularly important to the potential- use of waste heat

recovery. Hence, ân energy survey in a poultry processing

plant to eval-uate the rate of refrigeration condenser waste

heat rejection, the process heating loads and temperature

ranges was undertaken. The heating loads were cal-cul-ated and

an overall energy balance of the plant completed (Fig " 2.L).
An energy survey of this nature not only reveal-ed what energy

economies could be made in this particular plant but it also

identified the relative meríts and demerits of energy

conservation in other similar industries.

2"I Introduction of Food Processing pl-ant Studv

2.I.I Description of the Pl-ant

The Dunn-Rite Food Products Ltd., Ham1in Road plant came

into operation in 1980. ft is housed in a buildÍng of
approximately 2230 m2, of which the office and staff
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facil-ities occupy 465 m2. The plant was designed to process

20,000 birds,/day, however; the actual- rate of production is
16,000 birds /day.

The instal-l-ed water heating capacity of the plant is
1175 kW. The water heating facilities of the pJ-ant is as

fol-lows:

Two 40 HP hot water boilers (tota1 capacÍty 785 kl,t)

for domestic and process water heating ( refer to

Fig. 2.r) ,

A small 6 HP steam boiler (60 kW) supplies steam to

a bag shrinker,

An indirect-fired gas hot water heater ( 170 kW

capacity) to meet the hot water reguired by a

scal-ding tank which supplied water for the feather

removing eguipment, and

.4, 40 HP steam boil-er lcapacity 390 kW) added in
September 1984 replacing the indirect gas-fired

heater of the scalder. with this addition a large

steam dishwasher, a glycoI regenerator and a fl-ash

water heater were al-so installed.

In addition to the above water heating facil-ities in the

plant a number of indirect-fired unit gas heaters, with a

total install-ed capacity of 530 kW, were used for space

heating during winter months.

a)

b)

c)

d)
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The total- refrigeration capacity available in the plant

was estimated to be 117.3 tons (4L2.4 kw). The refrigeration
system of the Dunn-Rite plant j-s subdivided i-nto groups as

follows:

a) Chilling system, consisting a

i) Gib1et chiller
ii ) Pre chil-ler
iii) Chill- cooler,

b) Ice maker,

c) Quick freeze,

d ) Cool-er,

e) Deep freezer and

f) Production room cooler.

Table 2"I gives the details of the capacities of the

compressors, the prime movers, the condensers, the

evaporators, the total heat rejected by the condensers,

el-ectrical- l-oads, etc. for each of the above groups. The

layout of these equipments is given in Fig" 2.2.

2 "L " 2 Resource Inputs

The processi-ng of poultry for human consumption invol_ves

a number of stages. At each stage varying amounts of water

(both col-d and hot) are reguired along with refrigeration and
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REFRIGERÀTTON EQUIPMENT

COMPRESSORS

À - COMPRESSOR UNITS WITH 12 KW MOTORS.

B - COMPRESSOR UNITS WITH 19 KW MOTORS.

C - COMPRESSOR UNTTS WITH 28 KW MOTORS.

D - COMPRESSOR UNITS WITH 28 KW MOTORS.

E & F - lWO COMPRESSOR UNITS WITH 50 HP MOTORS.

G - COMPRESSOR UNITS WTTH 8 KW MOTORS.

H - COMPRESSOR UNITS WITH 25 KW MOTORS.

EVÀPORÀTORS

K - EVÀPORÀTORS. 4 NOS. (FOR À)

L - UNrr COOLERS. 6 NOS. (FOR D)

M - HORTZONTÀL PRODUCT COOLERS. 2 NOS. (FOR C)

r & J - rcE MÀKERS. EVÀp. TEMP. -l.8oc (OoF)

CONDENSERS

À1 - ÀTR COOLED ROOF MOUNTED CONDENSER.

BT - ÀTR COOLED ROOF MOUIfTED CONDENSER.

Cl - ÀIR COOLED ROOF MOUIWED CONDENSER.

Dl - ÀTR COOLED ROOF MOUNTED CONDENSER.

(FORÀ,B&C)

(FOR E & F)

(FOR D)

(FOR G & H)

(jJ
\¡
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labour. Fig " 2.3 illustrates the successive stages in the

process.

From the utility records the annual expenditures for a

twel-ve month period starting from September 1985 to August

1986 were obtained. The records are summarized in Tab1e 2"2"

Table 2 "2

Annua] Resource Use

19 B5

Unit Cost Between September

August 1986

and

and

Item Amount Invoiced Amount Unit Cost

Water

Electricity
Gas

76,62a m3

1,552 Mwh

90 ,7 40 CCF

$250,989.50

$ ss ,756 "16

$ 45 ,O93 "20

$o

$o

$s

327 /m3

036/kwh

24/GJ

TOTAL $3Sr,839.00

water use is one of the major components of the

production cost, fol-lowed by electricity. The el-ectrical_

motors of the compressors consume a significant portj_on of
the electrical energy. Gas is used for space heating during

winter months and for water heating during production.

During the winter months space heating requires about 60

percent of the total gas consumption per day. Utitity bi1ls
between July 1983 to Àugiust 1986 reveal-s, in Fig. 2.4, a

decrease in gas costs after 1984. The incorporation of the
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more efficient steam boil-er was attributed for this drop.

Fig. 2"5 and 2"6 respectively show the electri-city use and

el-ectricity demand charged by the utiJ_ity suppJ_ier.

compari-son of these figures show that the erectricity
consumption increases gradually over years. However, the
same increase in the demand is not shown. The almost steady

values shown in the demand curve coincj-des wíth the period in
which the power factor correction was introduced.

2.2 Description of the Methodol-ogv Foll_owed in performins

the Energv Audit

The energy inputs to the Dunn-Rite pJ_ant are of two

forms; a) el-ectri-cal and b) natural_ gas. Both of these

energy inputs are util-ized either for heating or for cooling.
Therefore, to eval-uate the totar energy consumptj-on of the
plant the energy use in the refrigeration system and the
energy use in the heating system were eval_uated.

2.2.1 Energv Use in the Refrigeration System

2.2.1.L Testing Methodologv

The installed capacities of the evaporators, condensers

and compressors were obtained from the manufacturer's
catalogrues " À refrigeration cycle analysís was performed on

each system to establ-ish the totar heat rejected based on the
evaporator and condenser temperatures, obtained from design
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specifications supplied by the equipment supplier.

The operating times of the compressors were established

by the use of a multichannel- HONEYWELL analogue temperature

recorder" fron-copper thermocoupJ-e junctions were instal-led

on the high pressure side of the compressors. The operating

times were read from the charts and the power consumption

cal-cul-ated from lnput amperage within acceptabl-e limits which

was more convenient than using recording ammeters. The

install-ed thermocouples showed a rapid increase in
temperature when the compressor came into operation. A

steady temperature was reached two minutes after the

compressor started" Slmllar1y, the temperature of the

compressor output pipe dropped rapidly, withj-n 3 to 5

minutes, after the motor was cut off. The rise and fall of
the temperature of the compressor outlet established the on-

off cycles of the compressor.

The compressor operatÍng times were recorded for seven

consecutive days and the duty cycles establ-fshed" The daily
operating times $rere obtained from the thermographs recorded

by the multichannel chart recorder " The cal-culated daiJ_y

el-ectrical power consumption of the electrical load as shown

in Table 2.1 were based on the total daily operati_ng time"

2.2 "I "2 Component Analysis

The components are comprj-sed of the six subdivisions

named in section 2.L"L, the description of the pJ-ant.
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CHILLER TANK SYSTEM

This system is a combinatlon of three units nameJ-y the

GTBLET CHILLER, the PRECHTLLER and Ihe CHILL COOLER. Who]-e

birds are passed through the l-atter two chill-ers successively

after they are eviscerated and washed. The giblet chiller
reduces the temperature of the organs from 32oC to 4oC. Such

a reduction in temperature retards microbial growth and helps

prevent deterioration. i¡lrds are submerged into the chilling
tank water maintained at IoC and cooled guickly by agitating.
The total- amount of heat rej ected per day by the chill-er tank

refrigerating system was estimated to be 1.9 Mwh.

ICE MAKER

Two lce maker units produce the flaked ice required for
storing the carcasses and for the packaging of the cut-up

birds. The ice makers are operated mainJ-y during packaging.

The average period of operation per day was determined to be

10 hours. During the dally operating period both units
rejected 0"8 MWh. The electrical load of the prime mover was

steady during the operating period.

QUICK FREEZE SYSTEM

The quick freeze system is the only one using glycol as

a secondary refrigerant. These large compressors (two of
37.3 kW) use R-502 as the refrigerant. The quick freeze unit
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operated on a cycl-e - 20 minutes on and 15 minutes off, from

0630 tiIl 1530 hours on working days. During an average

working day 1"1 MWh of heat was rejected.

This quick freeze system is able to reduce the carcass

temperature rapidry. Quick frozen products are superior to
those which are slowly frozen. Quick frozen foods are cool-ed

within a very short time, so that bacteria, mold and yeast

growth during freezJ-ng is greatly reduced.

Since this is a brine refrigerating system the

possibility of storing chilled brine produced during off peak

electrical demand periods exists. Referring to Tabl_e Z"I it
is evident that this system has the Ìargest prime mover

capacity.

In addition the system is substantially oversized. The

use of a cyclic operation with such large units causes

substantial surges during start ups although they do not

register on the meters. A more realistic mode of operation

is to use both units until the system is brought down to the

desired temperature in the morning and then use one unit to
meet the requirement throughout the remainder of the process

time (9 hours). Since the system is only operating 60

percent of the tÍme in the cycJ-ic mode one unit will- meet the

daily needs "

Cost savings can be real-ized by chilÌing the process

water during the summer months (190 m3, Fig. 2.L), the
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spare capaclty of the system wourd reduce the temperature of
this water to 2.soc. This could be accomprished by inserting
a heat exchanger in the grycol system on the return side of
the chill-er. The additlonat cost of erectriclty woul-d be

marginar partlcurarry at run-off rates during the surnmer

months.

To cool- summer process water by another toc may be

desirabl-e from a process point of view but the cost of the
necessary storage is prohibitive unless the same storage can

be used in the winter months to reduce the electrical- demand

charges.

COOLER ROOM TEMPORÄRY STORÀGE

The cooler room ls a facirity for storage of birds
coming out of the chill-er tank until_ they are bagged or cut
and packaged. This room is maintained at an average

temperature ranging between 0 and zoc by four evaporators
with an installed capacity of s2,74 kw. Two compressor units
operate continuously, on an average, S_I/Z hours fol_Iowed by
a 40 minute off period. The total heat rejected from the
cooler room system per day was estimated to be 1.04 Mwh/day.

DEEP FREEZE STORÀGE

Two evaporators maintain the deep freeze storage room at
-2ooc. The evaporators and the compressors operate on a

cycle consisting 30 mj-nutes on and 15 minutes off which
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continue throughout the day. On an average this system

rejects 1.99 Mülh/day. The two 22"4 kW compressors of the

deep freeze system use R-502 as does the quick freeze system.

The rest of the units use R-12 which is being used less

because of the environmental concerns related to halogens and

the atmosphere.

CUTTING ROOM COOLTNG

To maj-ntain the chil-led carcasses at an acceptable

temperature the cutting room is held at a temperature of

1OoC. Six evaporators with a total install-ed capacity of

47.5 kW maintain the room temperature. Condensers reject

0.95 Mwh/day of thermal- energy. The operating cycle of the

cutting room compressor follows the same period as the

compressors of the j-ce makers " Both of the units are

requl-red simultaneously for cutting and packaging of chilled

birds.
The above s j-x units draw 3 "7 4 MWh per workj-ng day (see

the col-umn entitl-ed "electrical load per day", Table 2.L),

43% of this is reguired by the freezer storage unit, 15.98 by

the chil-l-er tank system and 13.88 by the cooler room

compressor motors.

The refrigerating units reject a total of 6"97 MWh on an

average production day as shown in Tabl-e 2.I. The freezer

storage unit contributes 30* (1.99 Mwh) of the total- heat

rejected and the remainder is divided as follows: the
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tank system - L6 .4"6

2"2"2 Energy Use in the Heating System

The energy for heating, in the Dunn-Rite p1ant, iS
supplied by natural gas" The gas is used for two main

heating purposes - water heating and space heating. The

space heating demand is a function of climate whereas the

water heating demand is a function of number of birds
processed.

2.2.2.L Methodol-ogv of Eval-uating Hot Water

Production

Fig. 2"L is a diagrammatic arrangement of the hot water

producti-on systems. The plant when moved from another

locatj-on in 1980 had 1015 kW of water heating capacity

consisting two hot water boil-ers ltota1 capacity ZBS kW) and

a smal-l steam boil-er (60 kW) for the bag shrinker. These

three boil-ers and the gas fired water heater of the scalding

tank (capacity 170 kW) were adeguate to meet the hot water

and steam demand. However, in 1984 a 390 kw steam boiler was

added. with this addition the gas fired water heater of the

scal-der was removed. Thus the total- instal-led water heating

capacity rose to l.235 kw. Hot water for the scarding tank is
now provided by a shell- and tube heat exchanger using steam

as the heating medium with al-l- the condensate being returned
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to the boiler through a condensate recej_ver tank. In
addition to the above modificati-ons, a dishwasher, a glycol
regenerator for the guick freeze system and a flash heater to
provj-de 82oc water for steril-ization purposes was added. Arr
the new additions vrere housed in a sizeabre building
addition. As a resul-t the hot water production system was

extremery compJ-ex compared to a system designed especiarly
for this pJ-ant.

The steam boiler efficiency was determined by both the

heat loss method and input-output method. since the major

l-oss occurring j-n a boiler is through the stack, a furnace

efficiency meter was used to determine the stack losses. The

stack l-osses determined by this method at rated load was 20

percent. The input to the boil-er was measured by shutting
off al-l- other appÌiances using gas and thus the gas flow to
the boiler was determined in hundreds of cubic feet per hour

(ccF/h) from the main gas meter readings" similarly the

output was measured by instal-ring a 50 mm diameter hot water

NEPTUNE flow meter, calibrated for g4oc, in the feed water

inl-et to determine the steam mass fl-ow. By recording the
inl-et temperature of the feed water (g4oc) and the outl-et
steam conditions, 620 kpa and r6ooc the output of the boil_er

was determined. The ratio of output to input was 77.s2.
The temperature of the condensate from the scalding

tank, boiler feed water flow rate and the gas fl-ow rate are

given in rig " 2"7 for a 45 minute period. From the feed
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water flow rate and the gas fl-ow rates it i-s evident that the

boiler was operating at a steady state for at l-east 30

minutes period lbetween 0620 to 0650 hours). calcul-ations

showed that within this period of time the boiler was at its
rated load. The boiler manufacturer indicates an efficiency
of 83% at rated load and guarantees Bot efficiency. Thus al-t

efficiencies, determined and guaranteed were within
acceptable limits.

The boil-er was assumed to operate at an efficiency of
754 during normal operatJ-on since the manufacturer's

performance curve showed tittl-e drop in performance of loads

of 30% of rated and above. That is for all- cal-curated heat

bal-ances and estimations a efficiency of 75 percent was

assumed. This indicates that heat produced by the steam

boil-er costs ç5.24/O.75 = 92.00 per GJ neglecting

amortization of the first cost, mai-ntenance and labour. This

is about 24% lower than the cost of producing hot water using

the ol-d hot water boil-ers. The steam boil-er referred to can

not supply the peak load of the plant, but estimates

indicates that it operates only at approximately 20% of
capacity.

the efficiency of the ol_d hot water boilers was

determined by comparison. That is, the prant was run for an

entire day on the steam boiler and then an entire day on the
ol-d boilers. The increase in gas consumption for an equal

number of birds processed was noted and the ratj-o obtained.
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The hot water production efficiency is s4& when operating on

the old units. Hence, the unit cost of hot water produced by

the o1d boilers is ç5"24/0"54 = $9"70 per GJ. The

i-ntroduction of the steam boil-er has reduced the fuel_ cost,
arthough steam boiler is not necessary to meet the process

demands. The pÌant reguires only a smal-l amount of steam

(i.e. only for the bag shrinker and the dishwasher) which can

be suppried by the 60 kw boiler alone. The present method of
producing hot water demands for processj-ng (6ooc), domestic

use (43oC) and sterilization (B2oC) is thermodynamically

inefficient. The growth of entropy in reducing steam at
16ooc to hot water at l-ess than half its temperature is a

wasteful processes. This is offset by the higher efficiency
of the steam boiler which has reduced the fuel_ cost of
producj-ng hot water but the overal-l- efficiency of the process

could have been improved further if eguipment was avail_abl_e

to produce the hot water at the desired temperature.

À detail-ed analysis for the complete month of November,

1986 based on the daily number of birds kil-l-ed and dairy
water consumption l-ead to a water use of 12.5 m3 per looo

birds with a standard deviation of less than 10%. That is
2sO m3 /day for a kil-I of 2O,0OO birds.

The breakdown of various water consumption rates based

on the estimates associated with the production of 16,000

birds are given in Table 2"3.
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Table 2"3

Daily Water Use Of Dunn-Rite Plant

use Temperature oC Fl-ow m3/day

I
2

3

4

Domestic

Production

Production

CJ-ean Up

43

60

4.5

4.5

50

I
L92

70

Daily metered fl-ow 320

This gives a gross water use of 20 m3 per IOOO birds.
when domestic water use is subtracted from the gross water

use the net water use for production becomes t2.S m3 per IOOO

birds processed.

The gas consumption of the plant is dependent on the

water consumption patterns. Hence, once the water

consumptions for various end uses were determined the gas use

pattern could also be establ-ished.

November was a particuJ-arly cold month, BZB.B Degree

Days (DD) below 18oC compared to a normal of 676 DD, and a

study of the gas consumption for the weekends of the month

yielded an estimate of the building heat losses to be 5 CCF

per DD (0.528 MJ/DD).

The gas consumption calculated from the water end uses

aÌong with a knowledge of the buil-ding sherl heat l-osses and

the gas used for the heating of domestic water based on the
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November 2tst gas consumption, the packaging day when no

birds were processed, l-ead to the breakdown of gas use for a

typical wj-nter processing day as shown below.

Tabl-e 2.4

Daily Gas Use on a Typical Winter processing Day

Detailed records were maintained during November LgB6,

these incl-uded the fo1J_owing:

i) On November 20, from 0600 h the feed water flow,
fuel_ flow, condensate temperature and steam

temperature were read at fi-ve minute interval-s for
45 minutes to determine the boiler efficiency.

ii) For November 3rd to November zth and November l8th
to 2rst inclusive water and gas meter were read at
r5 minutes intervals to establish profiles of the
water and gas use for each function of the plant
(refer Fig. 2.7, Z.g and 2"9),

ÏTEM Gas, CCF GaS, MJ

Production, birds kill-ed = t6,OOO

Domestic, washing, etc.

Space heating load 24 hrs (33 DD)

83

22

r6s

8.76

2.32

L7 "42

TOTAL 270 2B 50
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iii) From November 3rd to November 28t}: the water and

gas meters were read daily and the records of the

birds processed obtained to establish the energy

and water use per 1000 birds processed.

The resul-ts of the analyses based on these detailed

records are shown on Tabl-e 2.3 and 2"a"

From the dail-y gas meter readings for the month of
November 1986 and from the record of daiJ-y birds kil-Ied the

average net gas consumption per 1000 birds was cal-cul-ated to

be 5.22 CCF, or 0.551 MJ per 1000 birds. The gross gas

consumption (including requirements for the domestj-c water

heating) was 6.6 CCF per 1000 birds and with the space

heatÍng total-ed 16 .9 CCF per 1000 birds.

2.3 Energy Bal-ance of the Pl-ant

Referring to Fig. 2.5 the average monthly electricity
consumption between September 1985 and August 1986 was

estimated to be L29 Mwh. The daily electrical- l-oad required

for the refrj-geration equlpment was estimated to be (Tab1e

2"L) 3.75 Mwh. For a month this accrued to II2,5 MWh. That

is, 87*^ of the electrical load was used by the refrigeration
eguipment. The bal-ance, 16.5 MWh was spent on lighting and

sporadic use of power dril-ls, l-athes, etc. of the engineering

maintenance department. Power factor correction and el-ectric
demand analysis was performed by a consul-tant and therefore
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were not covered during this study. Power consumed by the

el-ectric motors less the energy removed by cylinder cooling

and bearing friction losses is converted into an increase in
enthalpy during the compression of the refrigeration cycle.

The annual- gas use is given in Tabl-e 2"2 Ís 90 740 CCF

or 9578 MJ. This gives a daily gas consumptíon of 252 CCF

(26.6 MJ) based on the annual- consumption figure. The daÍIy

gas consumption during November 1986 was 270 CCF (28.5 MJ).

This is a realj-stic figure because during winter months the

gas consumption is higher than the annual average because of

the space heating. Out of this daily gas demand 3rt (83 CCF

or 8,76 MJ) is used for production and 8* for domestic use.

The gas demand for production and domestic use is only

the gas consumed by the hot water and steam boilers. These

boj-l-ers maintain the scalding tank water at 60oC and supply

domestic water at 43oC. The quality of the energy at these

temperatures is low and therefore the use of steam for this
purpose is not justifiable. However, the use of steam can

not be completely el-iminated but the two ol-d hot water

boilers could be retired if part of the heat reguired for the

scalding tank and domestic hot water production was suppJ-ied

from the condenser waste heat" Thereby reducing the amount

of steam reguired.
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The estimaLed hot water heatlng demand was 2B0O kwh.

This fignrre was arrived by using the details given in tabl_e

2.3 and an lnlet water temperature of 4"5oC. The total hot

water heating capacity availabre from the boilers is rr75 kw

(section 2.1.1). Hence, the boilers need operate only 2.4

hours per day. Although there is excess heating capacity

none of the bollers can meet the dally hot water demand

al-one. As a resul-t the steam package boiler is operated less

than 25t load over its operating time" ihis situation can be

remedied by retiring the two hot water boil_ers except for
standby and ar]-owing the package boiler to handl-e the entire
water heating 1oad. such a move reguires careful scheduring

of operatÍons like dishwashlng during off production hours to
cut down the steam demand except for hot water production.

2"4 Advantages of Reclalming Condenser Waste Heat

As shown in Table 2"L the average daily heat rejected is
6.7 MWh, which is egulvalent to 226 CCF (23.9 MJ) of gas.

Referring to Table 2.4, the total_ gas demand to meet the

production and domestlc hot water ls 105 ccF (tr.t MJ). when

the daily heat rejected Ís compared to an average daily
winter gas consumptlon of 270 to 300 CCF (28,5 to 3L.7 MJ)

recovery of a fraction of this heat is significant. It is
generally not economlcal to attempt to recl-aim more than 50

to 60% of the heat but with a boiler efficiency between 50

and 708 the reclaimable heat ls estimated to be worth over
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$1OO per day or $20,000 per year. However, an estlmated $60

per day of this 1s usable ($te,000,/year) since ft can only be

used for preheating the domestlc and production water. The

annual- rate of return of $12,000 would Justify a consj-derabl-e

capital investment to cover the lnitial cost of the heat

recovery eguipment. The equipment must be simple and

maintenance free.

The heat rejected through a condenser consísts of the

heat absorbed from the refrlgerated space plus most of the

heat of compression. That ls the heat put in by the prime

mover as compressor work. Electric energy is
thermodynamically a high guality energy and before this
potential is ultimately l-ost to the environment (datum)

subjecting it to maximum possible use conserves energy and

resources. Hence, condenser waste heat recovery has an

additional- advantage beyond economic benefits the advantage

of resource utilizatlon.

2.5 Recommendations and Concl-usions of the Energy Survey

The foll-owing conclusions are drawn from the study.

j- ) Sufficient heat could be recl-aimed from the heat

rejected to meet the entire need for the domestic

and production water. However, since the domestic

water is required at ¿3oC and the production water

is requlred at 6OoC the recovered heat is avallable
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at approximately 32oC only 60% j-s usable without a

sophisticated heat exchanger with a desuperheater

section.

ii) An extra storage tank may be required to
accommodate the heat recovery eguipment and to
match the supply of the heat rejected with the hot

water demand.

iii) The introduction of a heat exchanger to preheat the

make-up water for the more efficient steam boiler
and preheat the hot water for storage woul_d yield
substantial yearly savj-ngs as indicated.

iv) The reclamation of at l-east 60t of the condenser

waste heat (as mentioned in (i) above) and making

ful-l- use of the steam boil-er would permit the ol_der

hot water boilers to be retired or relegated to
standby.

fn addition to the above concl_usions a number of
recommendations were made throughout this sectj-on, these are

as follows:

i) Since consultants were retained by the plant
management to study the el_ectrical l_oads and demand

no consideration was given for this aspect in this
study. However, observj_ng the operation cycl_es of
the guick freeze system show that there is excess
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capaclty from the 2-5O HP compressors. Thls system

is also a brine circulated refrigeration system.

Hence, considerations shoul-d be given to store

chill-ed brine during off peak electrical demand

periods.

ii) The gulck freeze system can also be used to chill

production water during summer months. Since there

is excess capacity the capital cost reguired for

this change woul-d be mlnimal.

iii) The present mode of operation of the quick freeze

system during winter months should be changed from

cyclic mode to the use of one compressor after a

start-up period. The surges invol-ved 1n operating

such large motors on a on-off cycle wil,l- lead to

excessive maintenance.

iv) Lowering the temperature of an existing 1000 gal-Ion

storage tank is recommended slnce this would

decrease the heat l-oss from the tank and increase

the efficiencies of the boilers"

v) The use of an el-ectrical hot water system to raise

the water temperature to sterilization needs (82oC)

from the storage tank temperature at 6OoC. The

quantity of thls water ls exceedingly sma1l. As a

resul-t, the additional cost on el-ectrlcity will- be

marglnal" The fl-ash type of heaters currently used
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for the productlon of hot, wat,er for steril_ization
are nolsy and lnvolve considerable maintenance.

vi) To utlllze the waste heat from the condensers the
present hot water system must be rearranged to
include a shell_ and tube heat exchanger probably

inside a storage tank to preheat storage water.

With this arrangement the storage tank temperature

woul-d be l-owered to 6OoC.

2.6 Need for a Condenser Design procedure

Waste heat recovery applied to the exlstlng
refrigeration system is feasÍble and economic but simprlcity
and a maintenance free exchanger is essential. Two feasibl_e

methods to satlsfy these crlteria are:

i) Compressor outlet risers
ii) Bayonet and/or U-type exchangers.

The compressor outlet rlsers can be wound with smalr

diameter water tubes. For exampre the 40 kw compressor

operati-ng one of the deep freeze evaporators uses R-502"

This refri-gerant leaves the compressor at ggoc, that is with
44oc of superheat and 1t condenses at 43oc. The estimated

fl-ow is 0.3 kgls and whlle condensing and cooring this fl_ow

rejects over 60 kw of heat" The exist,ing pipe diameter of
the outret diameter ls 38 mm and an arrangement shown in
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Flg. 2"I0 conslstlng 6.35 mm dlameter tublng wound with a

25"4 mm pitch could reclaim 30 kW" This is 50 percent of the

heat rejected" The length required to recover thls amount of
heat is 6 meters. This method is low cost and coul_d be

installed by the ln-house personnel. Since only S0 percent

of the heat is removed complete condensation would not take

place. Therefore the roof top condensers would stil_l_ be

required. À small- amount of condensate woul-d be formed

within the riser whÍch could fl-ood the compressor. Hence,

adeguate precautions must be taken to drain the condensate

with a trap back into the condensate reservoir.

Bayonet or U-tube exchangers instal_led are shown in Fig.
2.LL would be advantageous providing extra storage as well- as

heat recovery. This type is easy to dismantle and cl-ean.

The inefficient hot water boilers could be shut down. The

disadvantage in using this type of heat exchangers wourd be

the cost and space regulrements. Ftrrther they require
pumping power to circulate the water through the shel-l_ to
increase the water slde heat transfer coefficient.

tn both of the above mentioned systems the condensation

of R-502 refrigerant vapor takes place withtn the tubes.

Hence, the determination of the rate of heat transfer during
in-tube condensation becomes necessary for an effj-cient
design of a heat exchanger for the above purpose. Heat

transfer in such an applicatlon depends on the heat transfer
coefficient of the condensing vapor inside the tube and the
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heat transfer coefflclent, of water outslde the tube. There

are methods to calcul-ate the latter accurately. However, a

procedure to determine the heat transfer correlation during

in-tube condensation is not readily avail-ab1e.

Although there are number of correlations and deslgn

procedures in the l-lterature whlch are applicable for the

calculation of condensation heat transfer coefficients inside

tubes, this subject has recej-ved }ess attention in text books

and handbooks avaiiable for a practicing engineer. For

example, ASHRAE Handbook 1985 fundamentals l2l devotes a

brief portion for condensation inslde horizontal tubes. The

correlations given by ASIG,A,E lz\ are of a particul-ar nature

valid only for limited applications. These are recommended

for particular ranges of flow regimes but a method to

determine the flow reglmes j-s not given. That is no reliabl-e

design procedure exist for condensation of vapor inside

tubes. As a resul-t, this work was undertaken to evaluate

some of the recent correlations avail-able in the l-iterature
and develop a design procedure.
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CHAPTER 3

REVIEW OF LITERATURE ON CONDENSATION HEAT

TRANSFER INSIDE TUBES

When a saturated vapor, flowing j-n a tube, is cooled by

an exterior fluid two phase fl-ow patterns develop. The

development of flow patterns in the directíon of fl-ow durÍng

condensation is shown in fig. 3.1. The hydrodynamics of two

phase fl-ow under adiabatic conditions are not wel_l_

understood" Since the hydrodynamics of two phase fl_ows

involving heat transfer are more complicated due to the

interdependence between thermal- characteristics and local
fl-ow conditj-ons, no single set of correlatj-ons can be used to
predict the heat transfer rates for al_l_ two-phase flow
systems. Therefore, the heat transfer correlatj-ons that
exist in the literature have been categorized for specific
thermal- and hydrodynamic operating conditions. when these

correl-ations are applied outside the range of applicabiJ-ity
the deviations are of an unacceptable magnitude.

3.f ASHRÀE Recommended Correlations

There are three recommended correl-ations for horizontal
in-tube condensation in the ASHRÀE Handbook 1985 Fundamentals

l2l. AII- three can be divided into two categories, (i)
l-aminar fl-ow model and (ii ) turbul-ent fl-ow model-.
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3.1.r Laminar FIow Model

Akers and Rosson t3l postulated three primary fl-ow

regÍons during condensation inside tubes. The three flow

regions are semistratified fl-ow, laminar annular fl-ow, and

turbulent annular flow. The semistratified fl-ow regime is
characterized by annular condensation and vertj-cal- fl-ow of
condensate due to gravity superi-mposed on stratified flow. A

semi-empirical- correlation was developed on the basis of

l-aminar fl-ow within the condensate liguid and linear
temperature drop across the liquid fil-m. Although the above

two assumptions were the basic assumptions made by Nusselt

l4l , to devel-op the first mathematical- expression for l-aminar

liquid flow under the j-nfluence of gravity, Akers and Rosson

t 3 I J-ncorporated a vapor shear term into the correlation to

account for the shear force resulting from the vapor-

condensate interface inside the horizontal tube. The force
j-nfl-uencing the liguid condensate flow inside a horizontal-

tube is the vapor shear force. Therefore, Akers and Rosson

t 3 I consj-dered three dimensionless groups, namely vapor

Reynolds number lRey), Prandtl number of the liguid (Prf,) and

the thermal potential- infl-uencing the heat transfer
mechanism. The Re' describes the dynamic effects of the

vapor on the liguid film and is given by,

D G,,

] 
r/2f- D-

|,lJt_lf"
Rêv =

ilr,
(3.1)
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Iühere, þ=

uv

tube diameter,

vapor mass velocity
section of tube,

dynamic viscosity of

density of liquid,
density of vapor.

based on total cross

the saturated J-iquid,

The infl-uence of thermal- properties of the condensing vapor

on the heat transfer coefficient is given by the pr¡ and the

third dimensionl-ess group, the thermal potential, is defined

by h¡n/Cp AT. The data were obtained by condensing methanol

and Freon-12 inside a 16 mm fD copper tube 305 mm ín length.
Based on the data so obtained the three dimensionress groups

were correlated with Nusselt number (Nu). This correlatj-on

was limited to only l-aminar liguid film flow. The transition
from laminar to turbul-ent fl-ow in the liguid fil_m was

bel-ieved to occur at a Re¡ of 5000. However, Kirkbride tsl
whil-e extending Nusselt's 14) theory for condensation on

vertical tubes found turbulence to occur when the Reynol-ds

number of the condensate flow (Ref,) exceeded 2OOO.

The l-ocal heat transfer rel-ations developed by Àkers and

Rosson [3], for Re¡ l-ess than 5000 is given by,

Hr,

lr
Pv

Nu = 13.8 PrL r/3 [ hro-] t" o^ o .z
I ¡rel7 ,

lcpr, A !-J
(3.2)
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for Reo from 1000 to 20,000 and

Nu = o. r prrl/ 
t+hrîJ 

"t ^"o 
2/ 3 

,

for val-ues of Reo from 20,000 to 100,000.

(3.3)

Where,

Nu = local Nusselt number,

hfg enthalpy of vapor rel-ative to condensate film,
J/kgn

CpL = specific heat of liguld at constant pressure,

J/(kg" K),

AT = temperature drop across the condensate film, oC.

These relationships were not recommended for use for val-ues

of Re¡ j-n excess of 5000, where

ReL = G(L-x)D
l¡r,

Ç = total mass veloclty, and

r = vapor quallty.

3"I"2 Turbulent Flow Models

When the Re¡ 1s above 5000 and Re' greater than 20,000

the data were not correlated by eguations 3.2 and 3.3.

Hence, Akers et al. [6], based on the data obtalned from

condenslng propane and Freon-l2 lnslde a 16 mm ID 2.9 m
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horizontal- tube,

Nusselt number of

recommended a correlation
the form,

for the l-oca1

for Re¡ ) 5xI04 and

Nu = 0.026 pr¡ r/3

Nu = 5.03 prl, L/3

( 5x104.

GE=Gf,+GV

ReE = DG'/U¡.

F";l
Þ"1

E;]t_ttrl
- ---.L/2

lr" I

E"-"--l

0.8

r/3

(3.4)

(3.s)

for Reg

Where,

and

(3.6)

(3.7)

G¡ and Gy are the average mass vel_ocj_ties per unit area

(kg/ (m2.s) of both liguid and vapor respectively. when the

vapor mass velocity is high, the flow could be considered as

an annul-ar ring of condensate surrounding a core of vapor.

The resj-stance to heat transfer is caused by the riguid and

therefore the flow characteristics of the condensate fitm
shourd determine the heat transfer coefficient. The most

important force determining the flow characteristics shoul-d

result from the Ínteraction between the vapor core and the

Iiguid fil-m. Therefore, Akers et al. t6l theoretical_Iy

replaced the vapor core with a liguid, whose fl-ow would yield
the same val-ue for the shear. Hence the eguival_ent mass

velocity gi-ven in eguation ( 3.6 ) is a sum of the condensate

mass veJ-ocity and the equivalent liguid mass velocity that
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woul-d exert the

vapor core.

ThE, ASHRAE

velocity âS,

same force on the condensate f1Im as the

Handbook l2l glves the equival-ent mass

(3.8)

ignoring the exponent on the density ratio gi-ven by Àkers et

aI. t6l. A comparlson marJe between Equations 3.6 and 3.8

shows Equation 3.8 to give a Ge two to five times greater

than the value given by Eguation 3.6" The equation

recommended by ASHRAE l2l for turbulent annular flow, of the

eguations given by Akers et al-. 16l, is Eguation 3.4. When

G6 given by Equation 3.8 is used to determine the Nu number

with Eguations 3.4 and 3.5 extremely high values result.

Hence, GE must be determÍned by Equation 3.6 rather than

Equation 3. B "

The correl-ation of Akers et al. t6l did not take into

consideration the flow characteristics within the condensate

film. OnIy the vapor-Iiquid inLeraction was considered.

Altman et aI. 1,7I developed a theoretical- correlation based

on an annular nodel analogy. The liquid annulus resisting

the heat flow from the vapor core was studied in detail. The

viscous sublayer and the turbulent boundary layer of the

liguid annulus are two different components contributing to

this resistance. fn order to evaluate these two resistances

the Prandtl--Nikuradse universal velocity distribution was

GB = Gv fl+ Gr

E"--l
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assumed for the condensate fllm" The effect of vapor shear

stress at the vapor-llguld lnterface was also lncluded. The

correlatlon for the local heat transfer coefflclent (h) is
then given by,

h=o.os7 tþ'lP"lo'u, o's (3.e)
L- u" 

-.1

Where, h = l-ocal heat transfer coefficient, w/1m2. x¡

r = ÂPrp. lnool , Pâ. (3.10)

Ln" __J

where APTPF = frlctional two phase pressure drop given by

Forster and Zuber [8], Pâ,

9o = gravitatlonal constant,

kL = thermal conductlvity of the liquid,
w/(m. K),

L = length of condenser, m.

Thls correlatlon was experlmentally verlfied by

condensing R-22 lnside a 9mm ID 2"4 m copper tube. The

agreement was withln +I0È of the measured data. .å,SHRÀ,E IZJ

recommends this correlatlon for condensing R-22 and other

similar flulds"

3.2 Correl-ations Based on Theoretlcal- Anal-vs1s

Nussel-t t4l derlved theoretlcal relations to predict the

coefficient of heat transfer of a pure condenslng vapor on a
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colder surface in a pioneering paper in t9I6" He assumed

laminar flow to exist throughout the thickness of the

continuous film which completely wets the surface. In his

model the flow is assumed to be under t,he action of gravíty

alone, thus the action of the vapor velocity on the thickness

is neglected. Nusselt t4l was abl-e to derive theoretical
relationships for the mean fil-m coefficient on varj-ous

condensing surfaces by making further assumptions. A

constant temperature difference between the saturated vapor

and tube wall at all points, and the entj-re resistance to

heat flow in the condensate fil-m was assumed. The

application of this theory to condensatj-on on horizontal-

tubes reguired integration over the surface covered by the

condensing film. Nussel-t t4l eval-uated this by graphical-

methods. However, Abromowitz t9l prepared a tabl-e of
functions to eval-uate the integra]-. For an effective surface

for condensation over an angl-e (ìllf) of approximately 4Oo

(refer Fig. 3.2) the mean heat transfer coefficient (hm)

outside the tube is given by,

hm = 0.959 (fr,

due to gravity,
flow rate, kg/s.

- rv) nlt':__--]
E Ur,

I
T

r
w

kr,3
( 3. rr )

Where, g

wT

= acceleration

= total- fl-uid

m/ s2 and
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Although Equation 3.11 is developed for condensation

outsÍde the tubes, Kern t10l empj-rically modified it for
condensation within tubes" He proposed an empirical-

substitution of 2W1, for W1 in equation 3.1I to correct for
the poor heat transfer resulting from the draining liquid,

flowing into a stratified pool, during condensation within

tubes. This modified eguation for mean heat transfer

coefficient within horizontal tubes is given by,

hm = 0"76r ( 3 .12 )

The condensation heat transfer coefficient within

horizontal tubes during l-amj-nar condensate fil-m fl-ow was

analyzed in great detail by Chaddock [11]. He assumed that
the tube area covered by the condensing film was constant

with length and could be represented by the mean fil-m angJ-e

(Fig. 3.2.), Y 
^, 

where

o.L42
Ym=TT (3.13)

il-l
r/4

(3.14 )

9L

UL

(L

WT

kr,3 fIL

E
1r) t-l L/3 

w/mz.x
-----]

l-o

L
(Ar ¡

3/Il5

L

7

.47 J

¡z

and J= l-k"t tfr,-fu)
h" r"'n,d
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The mean heat transfer coefficient is gi-ven by,

hm = Y: ÊCI w/m|.x. (3.rs)
TT (D^t) t/4

where , g = (o.eo 36/Y^) f^(do/sr /n), (3.16)
o

S = perimeter of the tube, m,

d0 = the infinitesimal- fil-m angle, and

o = [kr,3 fr, tfr, - f vlg hrt] L/4

L- n
( 3.17 )

The angular function F is the same function tabul-ated by

Abromowitz t9l.
All of the three correlations discussed in this section

deal- only the laminar flow of the condensate fil-m with
negligible vapor shear on the condensate vapor interface. A

correl-ation to predict the rate of heat t,ransfer, whíl_e the

condensate layer was in turbul-ent fl-ow, was derived by

Carpenter and Colburn LL2l. They hypothesized that the

condensate film becomes turbulent at a Re¡ around 24O in the

presence of high vapor friction whereas the transition takes

place around Re¡ = 2000 in the absence of vapor friction. It
was assumed that the major resistance to heat fl_ow was from

the laminar sublayer and the turbul-ent boundary above this
sublayer offered negligible resistance. Based on the

velocity distribution of the condensate boundary layer,
approximated by the use of Von Karman Universal veJ_ocity
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distribution, the thickness of the laminar subrayer was

determined" From the experimental- data, obtained by

condensing steam, methanol, ethanol_, toluene and

trj-chl-oroethylene inside a vertical tube 12 mm rD and 2.4 m

long, the condenser tube was divided into three sectj_ons.

They observed that in the first short region the condensate

layer was entirely laminar and therefore applied,

(3.18)

where, | = condensate rate of fl-ow per unit periphery at
any point,

P=F¡+Fr¡
Where, Ff = force due to vapor friction and

Fm = force due to momentum change of the condensing
vapor.

rn the second region the condensate layer was turbulent and

the transition occurred at Re¡ greater than 250. rn this
region the local- heat transfer coefficient is given by,

h - o. o4r ["r" /" -"l "' , r/2 w/m2.x. (3. re )LU¡ j
Where, F=Ff+Fa*F*and

Fa = r g 1s the force due to gravity.
ro s/ îL7Z
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The val-ue F is the total drag force per unit surface of the

l-aminar J-ayer, and the other components contributing to this
are vapor frictj-on force (Ff ), gravity force (Fa) and the

force owing to momentum change of the condensing vapor (Fm).

Since the above correlatj-ons are l-aborious in design

cal-culations, the fol-l-owing simplified average coef f icient
was given by Carpenter and Colburn tl2l.

w/mZ .x.

Where, fv = Fanning friction factor [13] and

* crzf'/z

(3.20)

Fl
L2+ tGzG

3
\rm - ( 3.21)

tube and G2 isWhere G1 is the val-ue of G' at the top of the

the val-ue at the bottom of the tube.

The effect of vapor shear stress on the rates of
condensation at the liguid vapor interface is theoretically
analyzed by Rohsenow et al-. [14] [15]. The system considered

is a vertical pJ-ate with pure saturated vapor condensing on a

unj-form temperature p1ate. The universal velocity
distribution is applied in the turbulent film. The average

heat transfer coefficient is given in a graphical form since

the eval-uation of the theoretical correl-ation is cumbersome

for design purposes.
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A method to predict l-oca1 heat transfer coefficients
inside horizontal tubes during annular and stratified fl-ow of
the condensate is given by Rosson and Myers [t6l " The effect
of liguid accumul-ating inside the pipe was cons j-dered. To

predict the coefficient of heat transfer at the bottom of the

tube, where condensate accumulates due to gravity, Von

Karmanrs analogy is used" the local- shear stress is assumed

to be not too different from the average shear. Therefore,

the Lockhart and Martinel-l-i [17] method could be used to

eval-uate the shear stresses near the waIl. The agreement

yielded by this correl-ation is good, however, at high Re¡ the

experimental val-ues are found to be lower than the predicted

val-ues. with low Re¡ the reverse is found true. The reason

given for these phenomena is that the Lockhart - Martinelli

I17] correlation becomes unsuitable for use at low Re¡ and

for high waves occurring at high ReL. During condensation

heat transfer experiments low heat transfer coefficients are

obtained near the exit end of the condenser" This is because

by the time the vapor reaches the exit end of the condenser

most of it would have condensed and as a result the liguid
condensate fil-l-s partial-Iy the tube. This reduces the area

avail-abl-e for condensati-on within the tube. Hence, the l_ow

heat transfer coefficient. In order to predict the l-ow heat

transfer coefficients encountered at the exit end of the

condenser, they defined an angJ-e at which an arithmatic
average of the high and l-ow coefficients of heat transfer
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existed during stratified fl-ow. This angle is a function of
the ratio of gravitational- force to viscous forces,

multiplying this ratio by the Re¡ results in Galileo number

(Ga ) . From the parameters the angrul-ar location of the mean

heat transfer coefficient is found.

The heat transfer coefficient at the top of the tube

(ho) is given by

the

:

b

l-kL

L-
tu

o.3t Rev o "r2

bottom of the

ho

and at

sl
_l

Pr)htg f r, (fr,-

by

D !r, ^AT

e is given

t/4
w/m¿ .K (3.22)

Nu = Ôv (8 Re¡ ) r/2
(3.23 )

5 * 5 lr, (5 Pr¡ * r)
PrL

Where Q' is Lockhart - Martinel-l-i I17] pressure drop

parameter defined by,

ov = 1 + 1.09 xtt 0'039 (3.24)

where, xtt = [ (I-x ) /x)o "9 ¡futf"]0.5[u¡lyrr]0.1 , (3.2s)

Nu = Nusselt number at the bottom of the
tube, and

Xtt = Lockhart - Martinelli [17] parameter.

The Gal-il-eo number (Ga) is defined âS,

Ga = o3 Pt (Prfv)g

Irl,2

(3.26\
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and the mean of ho and hn (obtained from Eguation 3"23) are

found at an angle defined by (refer Fig. 3.3),

0m = 0.27 riRerr0.l , if RerrO'6ne"0'5, 6.4 x to-s
---G--- (3.27 )

and 0m = 1'74 x 10-5 nGa , if Re,r0'6 ne"0'5 > 6.4 x to-s.
(Rev ne¡)o's Ga (3.28)

The mean coefficient of heat transfer at any axial- l-ocation

is given by,

h - hn + (ho hn) om (3.2s)
TT

This correlatj-on was experimentally tested by the authors

against condensing methanol and acetone inside a 10 mm

stainl-ess steer condenser. The correl-ation agreed with the

experimental data within +36t at 90% confidence l_evel.

However, the agreement at the top of the tube was +27% and at
the bottom of the tube 4L%, at the same confidence revel-.

the single phase Ðittus-Boelter type heat transfer
correlation was modified by Boyko and Kruzhilin IlBl to
develop a correlation for annular condensation. The

correl-ation is developed on the basis of experiments

conducted by condensing steam inside g mm and 17 mm rD tubes.

The Boyko-Kruzhilin t18l correl-ation for the mean heat

transfer coeffj-cient for condensing a stream from quality x1

to gualiLy xZ is given by,
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=

kL
0.024 n"lo'8 0.43PrL
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(3.30 )

Where, (3 " 31)

and for (9/tilZ eguation (3.31) is used with x2 in place of
x1"

The Carpenter-Col-burn t12l approach to eval-uate heat

transfer coefficients based on the effect of vapor velocity
and gravity on condensatj-on is modified by Soliman et al-.

[19]. It is assumed that a liquid annul-ar fl-ow pattern

persists over the major portion of the condensing length.

Hence, âD annul-ar fl-ow model is developed, assuming a

turbulent vapor core and a turbul-ent tiguid fil-m, based on

the momentum analogy. The effect of friction, momentum and

gravity forces on the process of forced condensation and the

wall shear stresses are studied" It is observed that the

frictÍon between the vapor and liguid film dominate the wall
shear stress at high and intermediate qualities. The effect
of momentum becomes increasingly lmportant at high density

ratio (fL/ fv) and dominates 1n the low guality region in the

absence of an axial- gravitational field. The gravity
contrj-bution for vertical down flow under gravity is
negligible at high guality, whil-e it coul-d dominate the wall
shear stress at l-ow guality. From published data the

Carpenter-Col-burn lI2l eguation for condensation is modified

lrrf^)r = I + [t" - t"l x1
l--;1 I

/fm)t
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FrT = tø wr2/r2 Ñ u (fr - fà fu
Raf' = 4$I¡,/nD pr, ,

D dx = - D/L (for a qurality
M

(r-x)o'e4 xo'86 ttlo'"?E]

,1

- üx)

the effect of
condensing heat

( 3. 32 )

( 3.33 )

(3.34)

(3.35)

(3.36 )

(3. 37 )

( 3.38 )

(3.3e )

(3.40 )

BB

based on the theoretical analysis made on

friction, momentum and gravity. The local_

transfer coefficient is given âS,

BWrz/n 2 luOa

h uL = 0.036 er¡0.65Çry
Where, Fo = Ff + Fm + Fa,

F¡ - ^ ^,1" 
o^ -o.z [r.g= 0.045 R",o'z [r'a

L

f"lo''uT r.r-,- F"lo'tEi ["-__]

Fr,lo'ou'?r-*,0'47 x t'33

h;l

rFm =0.5 lo* llztt-"lt2fvoa I a" I ILJL

r05

)Ú

(f,

úx)

l+

=

ffv/
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F

3*f, 2/3

/3*

,;
_.1

;t
_t
_l

7
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)

I

rI fr,

1-x

;

,-x

r¡,

r.)

,rt,

I
l-l:

v/

/r:

(n

+

(

v

(

ITt_-I
(2V -

3+

l/x

2/11
I

_l

aw,y2/ 12 fvoL

P¡)a/3+ (2x-t- Ux) (,

rús/3o 2(r-x- ú+ ú:

r
o.srt-r lt- FLL

-i.l

I'

(for a quality drange

a = g Sj-n e,

s = ci_rcumference of tube, m,

0 to 1),
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angle of vapor flow vector with the horizontal-, and

constant relating interfacial- liguid velocity to the
average velocity throughout the condensate film and
may be taken as I.25 for a turbul-ent film and 2 for
a laminar film.

The fl-uid properties for the above eguations are taken at

saturation temperature.

A modification to the approach given by Soliman et al-.

I19] is proposed, based on the heat and momentum analogy

suggested by Rohsenow et al. [14] for vertical plates, by Bae

et al-. t 20I . This theory fol-l-owed an annular fl-ow model-

where a momentum bal-ance is made on an el-ement. As a resuJ-t,

the static pressure gradient is found to be a sum of
gradients due to friction, gravity and momentum. To

determi-ne the heat transfer coefficient it is assumed that
the Karman momentum heat transfer analogy is applicable in
the tiguid layer. The heat transfer coefficient is given by,

0-
l=

Where, ul =
go To L/2 

.

fr.

( 3.4r )
hD=
R;

Fr, cpt D ur
EF,

'[o = wâll shear stress, and

F2 = 6+ Pr for o < 6+ 5,

(3 .42)

(3.43 )

< 30,
(3 .44)

[. n'l-u* + ,-l--]r"'L L5 _l_l
FZ= 5 Pr + 5 ln 516+
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EZ = 5 Pr + 5 l-n (1 + 5 Pr) + 2.5

2V1-L ''t uo * - r -
ô*

2M-1 I+

6+ > 30.

M = Fo o*Y
q

(3 .47 )

t = axlal- dlstance from condensatlon startlng point, m.

,0" I L/2
+ _l

Pr ol

[ . ro rlt'
L *l
f, . ro *lt'
L "'rl

(

(

f, . to*--lt/2 6o 
r¿

L ""1 uT

t
I

1,".

1
3.4s)

3.46 )

IiErid , m2/s,

t. El"'[-" E" ]

Ë = kinematlc viscoslty of the

Fo = [g--1. 1 rr. - c2 
tg_l

Bz__j eo go P 
" @z _l

[r'-*r (2-pt-l F"l--] , and

L-(r-o)2 I t6-l l

_tI
M

ô

9
r

1

P

+ 
E.

l-n

Here,

Where

thickness ( ,O+)trail and error the non dlmenslonal film
obtained by,

ReL = 2(6+12 for 6+ < 5,

ReL = 50 32.2 6+ + 20 6+ ln 6+ for S

Ret = -256 + 12 6+ + 10 ô+ In 6+ for 6+

By

is

16+

30 and

( 3.48 )

30,
(3.4e )

(3.s0)
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(3. sI)

components of the pressure gradlents are obtained by,

I eoD = -o.oecD 
-o'2 [t.r* s.z F"--]o'o?r-o)0.47xr.33)r"ue, * L 1'-_,

trl 
0'26r 

B.1r tþlo't?l-*)0'e4 *0'8'V:10 "522, (3.s2)w) tF__l F__l

fonl , - ^ll_ I = J sin 0 lup' o (r-a)Pr, l and (3.53)
br-|. eo L l

I eo D = D lgl E. + (L-2x,f&lt'i (L-2x,W1'"
__l^ cz/P, þr__J L_ El Yr)

z (L-x) &l I (3. s4 )eL) __J

cê, [g--l= [g-l + f--l + tgl (3 ss)

tgr__j l_qr__lr Ez_J u lgr_J,n

re e = angle of incl-ination and also

El = -z,o s (3.s6)
Ez--J r Az

re Az is the cross sectional area and S is the

perimeter.

The

[ant_
b,

tr
lq,

Hen

Whe

whe

This equation was tested against data obtained by

condensing R-12 and F.-22 inslde L2"5 mm ID 3.7 m long smooth

nickel- tube. Thelr data, âs well as the data of Akers and

Pv

TL
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Rosson [ 3 ] , Al-tman et al. l7I and Chen f_2L7 , agreed within

+10% of the experimental- val-ues.

A correl-ation deveJ-oped by Abis l22J based on annul-ar

fil-m model- was verified experj-mentally by Azer et al-. 123)

124). In al-l- the models described so far the mathematical-

difficulties were mainÌy encountered whil-e predicting the

thickness of the liguid film. To keep the model simple, the

dimensionless temperature drop (tO) (which is the result of

evaluating the film thlckness ) across the condensate fil-m is
empiricalJ-y correl-ated by a simple expression,

t6 = 3.88 PrLo'663 (4.67 x) ( 3. s7 )

recommended for annu]ar fl-ownsfer

is gi

0.9x

The heat tra

condensation

co

ve

-La

Y,

l

eI

by

re

b

Iv

Ur,

Offl

en

|-_

lu-l;

tion

[r"l
l'" I

0.5
Nu = 0.039 ö,, er"o'337 n"rro'9 ( 3 . sB )

,67 x

Where, Rêv = GDl¡trr.

The empirical correlation for the film thickness was obtained

by condensing R-12 inside 13 mm fD and 2"4 m long yellow

brass tube.

The correl-ation developed by Traviss et al. [25] is
based on a turbulent annul-ar fl-ow model- " The velocity
distribution in the turbulent liguid fil-m is predicted by Von

xarmarísuniversal- velocity distribution" The analysis is
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slmilar to the analysls presented by Bae et al. l20l,
however, by retatlng the J-iguid Reynolds number wlth the

normal-ized film thlckness (6+) empirlcally, a slmp1e easy to

use equation to evaluate 6+ is obtained.

The local- Nusselt number ls given by,

Nu = F(Xtt) PrL ReI,o't ,or F (Xtt) < 2 (3.59 )

F2

and Nu = tF(xtt)11'15 
prl, nelo'9 for F(Xtt) > 2. (3.60)

E2

where, F(xtt) = o.lstxtt-l + 2.85 xtt -0 "4761 (3.61)

and E2 = 0.707 Pr¡ Re" 0'5 for Re¡ < 50 , (3.62)

F2 = 5 Pr¡ + 5 ln tl + Pr¡(0.09636 ReL0'585-1)l

for 5o ( Re¡ < rIru, 
13.63)

E2 = $ Pr¡ + 5 ln [1+5 Pr¡l+2.5 1n[0.00313

ReLO -8I2 I for Re¡ > l-L25, ( 3.64 )

and X1¡ is the Martinell-i [17] parameter given by Eguation

3 "25. This correlation was verj-fied by condensing R-12 and

r.-22 in a copper I mm rD 4.4 m horizontal- test section. As a

result of this veriflcation an empirlcal- correctj-on to the

theoretically obtained correlation (Equation 3.59) is made by

developing the exponent for F(xtt) given in Eguation 3.60.

On the basis of a theoretical analysis made by -raster

and Kosky L261, to establish a valid criterion for the fl-ow
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transition from the initial- annular regime to the final
stratified regime, a heat transfer correlation for the

transition zone is recommended. A correl_ation of the

transition between annular and stratified flow i-s made in
terms of the stress ratio (Fs) where,

Er axial shear force = 
-[o

I^ =- 7f' sô-
(r + xtt2lN)3N/2 fr" *3 63 frt3/2
z .ñ, (lv/ f¡,¡3/z Ur, 6+ g

6+ = Rel if Re¡ ( 1250,
2

6+ = o"o5o4 ReLo'875 if Re¡ > rzso,

E 0.079rvl =

Rerro ' 25

lo - 6n2 frt x2 c2
zpv

ög = (t + xtt 2/N)N/2 and

|{ = a constant between 4 and 5.13"

(3.6s )

(3.66)

(3 .67 )

( 3.68 )

(3.6e )

(3.70 )

Experj-mental- observations showed that when F= was greater

than 29 the fl-ow was annul-ar, when. between 29 and 5 the fl-ow

was in transition and below 5 fl-ow was in a stratified
regime.
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with these transitional- criteria the Nusselt number for
annular regime (Nuan) is given as,

Pf. Ð Cp¡ ux

kL
H(ô+-s)

Where, m*t-

H(6+-30

ô+/5-1

in which H(ô+-C) t.he hea ide unit function

H(ô+-C)

1+

(3.71)

r
_l

.7 2)

r
ln'
L

f.
__l

vis

I'
__l

I
I

_,1

is

6* [-s
tr,.

5

E

+ H(ô+-s ) fn l-

t.
H( ô+-30 )ln(ô+/30

Pr

I
d

F.l_-
L'

(3

efined by,

=0
=I

if 6+<c (3.73)

if ô+>c,

u* = (To/fr,)l/2 (3 .7 4)

The Nussel-t number for stratified flow (Nust) regime is given

by,

Where C is a numerical constant

given in Eguation 3 "72, and

with different values as

Nr=t = 0"725 fr,( f ¡- Pn )h¡n
t-I k- u-^TL --L rLÉ-

g D3 a3-1L/ +

--- _l
(3.7s )
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(3.76)

rn the transition zone the Nusselt number (Nutr) ls glven by,

r * lljl [t"l 2/3

I_x__i l_{L__l

Nurr = Nuan -[+3j 
E""" 

- *""1

Nu = o.o3t F"l0 "0et [-*10 "0s4 Þ--1o ' 
84 [cpr,(rv-rol o '0s7

F_l tr'_J Þi_J L--', _l

(3.77 )

3.3 Correlations Based on Empirical Methods

À dimensionress equation was developed by cavall-ini and

zecchin 1271. The dimensionless groups were based on the
parameters involved in the annular flow models, similar to
models developed by Bae et al-. t2ol and Traviss et al. t251.
seven independent dimensionl_ess groups were identified. A

statistical correlation (regresslon analysis) was made with
the data obtained by Geoodykoontz and Brown Lzgl, Bae et ar.
1201, Traviss et al-. LzsJ, Artman et ar. l7l and cavill-ini
and zecchin [29J. The fo]-l-owing equation was obtained,

F.'. ag i-lo.6e nr"o.3s L =&:l-: ?1.,,,L L_úf o _J _l UõSrñ-dEl

and q=

Where Tv = vapor temperature and

To = wall_ temperature.
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A cl-ose lnspectlon of Equatlon 3.78 shows that the flrst,
second, fourth and the last groups have negligible influence

on the Nu number. Hence,

Nu = 0.0344 psO.83 (1+x I ,@Gu - r¡0.e2 prlO.35 (3.79)

A theoretical- analysi-s yielded a correl-atj-on of the form,

Nu = O.O5 Re" 0.8 prL 0.33. (3. B0 )

( 3. 81)

Equation 3.80 correlated the data base within +30%.

An empirical correl-atj-on was developed by Shah t 30l

based on his work on boiling heat transfer and verified by

other published data is given bel-ow. The deviation from the

experimental- values was within +15t.

1 = 1+ 3.8/zc o'9s (3.B2)
ñ1

Where Zc = (I/x - 1)0'8 pro ' 4 , (3. 83 )

Pr = reduced pressure, and

hr = hL (1-x¡o'8 (3.84)
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The singre phase heat, transfer coefflclent (hr,) assumes all
the mass to be flowlng as 11quld and is calcur-ated by the

Dittus-Boelter equation,

hL = 0.023 prlO'4 kL
D_

[*lo.tl_t
Þ__l

(3. Bs )

Experimental- data obtained by Tandon et aI. [31], using

condensing R-12 and n-22 inside a 10 mm rD tube, were used to
modify À,kers and Rossonts t3l correlation given by eguati-ons

(3.2) and (3"3)" Tandon et al_. t31l found that three

correlations recommended by Akers and Rosson t3l courd be

reduced to two" E"urther, they found that these correlations
to be independent of the liguld ReynoLd number. These

modified correlations are gj-ven by,

Nu = 0.0g4 ,t"'/3 R"3/ 3 for R"u ) 3xro4 and ( 3. 86 )

Nu = 23.t prll" L-ntn-] 
L/6*"t/a 

for Rer, ( 3xr04. ( 3.87 )

l9pr a !-J

nquations (3.2) and (3 " 3 ) were developed on a laminar fl_ow

model-, however, Tandon et ar. t3rl found that with a change

in the numerical- coefficients of the two Akers and Rosson,s

t3l equations dlscussed above the entire condensation data in
the condenser agreed within +2O%" The Akers et al. t6l
correlations for annular fl-ow (eguatlon (3.4) and (3.5)) were
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not requlred to correlate the experimental data. Hence, the

number of correlating equatlons has been reduced to two and

the limiting val-ue of Reo for the two lamlnar film
correlations 1s shlft.ed from 2xL04 (as given by Akers and

Rosson t3l) Lo 3x104.

AlI theoretical- and emplrical- correl-atj-ons consldered

were models applicabl-e to annular fl-ow, stratified flow or

for the transitlon zone between annular and stratified flows.

These correl-atlons when applled for mist fl-ow regime, which

is characterized by high entralnment and breakdown of a

continuous ltguid fil-m, results in wide discrepancies between

measurements and predictlons. Hence, Soliman l32j developed

a correlation based on publlshed data for condensation within
the mist regime. The underì-ylng assumption of this
correlation 1s that the vapor phase and the bul_k of the

liguid phase are flowing fn a form of homogeneous mixture.

This assumpti-on is supported by vlsual observations made by a

number of authors. The llquld phase is found 1n droplet form

durlng the flow reglme, âs a result, the single phase

turbulent flow correlation for heat transfer is used, which

is as follows:

Nu = C Re 0.875 PrI/3 (3.88)
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The above correl-ation results from momentum and heat

transfer analysis. rn order to obtain a suitabl-e Reynords

number to represent the homogeneous mixture (Rem) of vapor

and liquid dropÌets, it is defined âS,

Rêm = GDl¡t*. (3. Be )

Where, I/lm = x/y, + (1-x)/Vf, ( 3. e0 )

The final form of
The Nusselt number

the equation was determined empiricaffy.
for mist flow is given by,

Nu = o.oo3as ne* o'9 
fu" Itnlt" , for we > 3s. (3.e1)
E;-TT--]

tr¡Ihere, Vf€ = Weber number

We = 0.85 0.79

xtt

[\] o''l- 
F"l'v"1

f"""-.1 L F"-l F"-l i
for Re¡ > L250,

57

Rêv

0.r

lt

0.084

(3 . s2)
orr2 ' ss

Da 0.64 f,, -r0.3
and we = 2"45 ¡\ev | "v I for Re¡ ( I25O 13.93)

*- lf'ooj
Where e = surface tension, N/m.

This correl-ation was best suited for we greater than 35. The
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empirical constants were determined based on flve data sets

using steam, R-1I3 and R-12 as condensing flulds and is only

appJ-icable for the mist flow regime"

The review of l-iterature on condensatÍon heat transfer

revealed that each correlatlon is unique to one flow regime.

Therefore, it is important that such correlations be applied

only to cases falling lnto that regime. This lmplies that

the designer should first determine the flow regime existing

at each point along the condenser and choose an appropriate

correlation" Consequently, the designer reguires rel-iable

criteria to establ-ish the flow regimes under a given

condition. The following chapter briefly discusses few fl-ow

regime criteria.
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CHAPTER 4

DEVELOPMENT OF DESTGN PROCEDURE

There is complete agreement among research workers,

engaged in condensation heat transfer, that the determination

of flow regimes must be part of the selection of a heat

transfer model. Hence, from a designer's point of view, the

understanding of the hydrodynamlc behavíour of two-phase flow

is important and necessary for achleving improved design of

equipment In which such flows occur"

4.L FIow Regime Concept

Several- extensive research projects dealing with two-

phase, two component lgas-liquid), adiabatic ffow are

reported in the l-iterature. These investigations resul-t in

information about fl-ow patterns, phase distributions, and

pressure drops associated with the fl-ow. However, the study

of two-phase, one component flows wlth heat transfer has been

thoroughly researched but not methodically documented. This

type of flow includes both boiling and condensation cases.

$rhen heat transfer ls assoclated tsith the flow lt causes

phase changes and changes in phase dlstribution al-ong the

flow passage" consequently, the flow pattern never becomes

futly developed and lt changes continuously in the direction

of fl-ow.
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The term fl-ow pattern describes the different
configurations which appear during two phase flow" The type

of flow pattern existing at a cert.ain l-ocation within a tube

depends on mass fl-ow rates of the two phases, physical and

transport properties, and tube dj-ameter and orientatj-on.

During adiabatic gas-liguid fl-ows the flow pattern does not

change between the inlet and outlet of the duct, while for
diabatic fl-ows the pattern changes continuously in the

directÍon of the flow due to the interdependence of heat

transfer and l-oca1 fl-ow conditions.

To determine the fl-ow patterns existing under a given

design condition there are a number of two-phase diabatic
flow maps availabl-e in the l-iterature. In order to select a

simple, accurate and easy to use flow map a brief survey of
these maps is included.

The graphícaI representation of flow patterns using a

coordinate system is call-ed a flow map. For exarnpÌe a fl_ow

map developed by Baker [33] is given in Fig" 4.1. In
developing such flow maps flow pattern observations are

plotted on the fl-ow map. Transit,ion lines between different
areas are then drawn arbitrarlly. These lines represent a

transition zone rather than an abrupt change of fl_ow

patterns "

In 1954 Baker I33l developed a flow map for adiabatic

two-phase flows in horizontal- tubes. He used data produced

by investigators which covers a wide range of tube diameters
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and gas-i-iquid combinations in preparing a flow map using
coordinates which are functions of the superficial mass

velocities Gv and G¡. He used the foll-owing corre]_ating

factors to account for the physicar properties of the flowing
mixture "

owater

F
l-fwater-12--j I/ 3t_tlt- Pr, -l I

(4.r)

ì = l(fv/ f air) (?il /water )lr/2 (4.2)

There are several- drawbacks with this map (i.e. the numerical_

constants in the correlatj-ng factors V and ) add nothing but
make calculations difficult) which have been pointed out by

others, but it has gained acceptance because of the wide base

of experimental data covered especialJ_y in adiabatic fl_ows.

rsbin [34] found Baker's t33l map reasonably accurate if used

for a steam-water mixture at high pressures. scott t3sl
modified Baker's t33l map by converting the l_ine boundaries

into zones. This modified Bakerrs map was found by Traviss
and Rohsenow t36l to agree wel-l with condensation flow
regj-mes observed in small- diameter tubes. The same research
workers found that condensation data deveJ_oped by soriman and

Azer [37] agreed with the modified Baker's map when certain
fl-ow regi-mes were regrouped.

Fl-ow regime parameters developed by euandt t3gl were

based on order of magnitude analysis for adiabatic fl-ows. He
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postulated that two-phase configurations of each flow regime

is dominated by the fundamental- forces influencing flow
regimes. The fundamental forces are: pressure gradient,
gravitational accel-eration and interfacial- surface tension.
The transition of fl-ow from one configuration to the other

was related to numerical values of the dimensionl-ess Froude

(Fr) and Weber (We) numbers" Fr is the ratio of inertia
force to gravity forces whereas we is the ratio of inertia to
surface tension forces.

After comparing the boundaries of observed fLow patterns

with derived analyticar criterj-a, euandt t3Bl observed that,
bubbl-e, dispersed (mist) and annul_ar fl_ow patterns were in
fact subcl-asses of a pressure gradient control-led fl-ow " The

fl-ow patterns identified as slug, wave, stratified and

falling fil-m were subcl-asses of a gravity controlled
phenomena. conseguently, he devised three major fl-ow regimes

in his map; nameJ-y dispersed, annular and wavy.

The flow map, developed by Baker i33l for adiabatic
fl-ow, was found to be j-nadequate by Sol j_man and .A,zer t 37I to
predict the flow patterns during condensation. Às a resuJ-t,

fhey developed a new flow map usj_ng Froude number

Fr = (vv + Y¡,)2 /go (4.3)

with gas volumetric ratio (R)

R = Qr/(Qv + Qr,) (4"4)

as coordinates.



Where,

vv

VL

OV

0r,

superficial vapor velocity,

superficial liguid velocity,
vapor vol-ume fl-ow rate and

liguid vol-ume fl-ow rate.

Gx

G

LO7

The determination of flow regimes to predict condensj-ng

heat transfer coefficients inside horizontal- tubes was given

further consideration by Breber et al t391. They found that

the theoretically obtained parameters proposed by Taitel and

Dukler [40] were a good characterization of the condensation

flow regimes. À transitional criterion to determine whether

the flow is shear controlled lannular fl-ow) or gravity

controlled (wavy fl-ow) was used. Therefore, the map

developed by Taitel and Dukl-er t40l used the ratio of shear

force to gravity force (K) as ordinate and Martinel-l-i tITl
parameter (Xtt Equation 3.6I) as abscissa. The parameter

jg*, the dimensionless gas velocity defj-ned by wallis [41],
was used to relate the ratio of shear force to gravity force.

llv(fr,-Prr)oo)r/2

whj-ch can also be expressed as

t

Jg =

.*)g lpltlI
kp

xtt klfu(?r,-fv)Dg)L/2 1.11 ,T

(4.s)
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Where, G =

kp

the ordinate
w¡\

Total mass velocity and

(Pv/PL)o ' sss (v¡,/yr¡ 0.11r

of the map is defined by,

(jgo)(Rer,)L/2

(4.6)

(4.7 )

Simp1e, easy to use, and reasonabJ-y accurate transition
crj-teria were proposed by Soliman l42l [43]. Criteria was

developed from the Fr and a modified we. It was hypothesÍzed

that the transition from annul-ar fl-ow to wavy flow occurred

at a constant Fr irrespective of the tube diameter or the

type of condensing fl-uid. Sol-iman l42J showed that the

resul-ts when correl-ated by these parameters predÍcted the

transition more consistently and accurately than the

correlations proposed by Weisman et al_. 144), TaÍtel_ and

Dukler i40l and Mandhane et al. [45]. Sol_iman t43l al_so

observed that the inertia force of the gaseous phase was

dominant in maintaining mist flow, while the major

stabilizing forces, inducing the liquid film to form, were

the surface tension and liguid viscous forces. The

transition from mist flow to annular was theorized to occur

when the stabilizing forces exceeded the destabil-izing effect
of the j-nertia forces. Simil-ar1y, the annular to wavy flow
transition, inside horizontal tubes, was observed to occur

when the gravity forces exceeded the inertia forces. Hence,

the regime of fl-ow under a given set of flow conditions is
obtained from the following rel-ationships.
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i ) Mist to Annul-ar:

The We is obtained from Equations 3"92 or 3.93 for
the fl-ow under consideration, The transition from

mist to annu]ar flow occurs between a we of 30 to
20" For Wers greater than 30 the flow is mist and

for We l-ess than 20 the flow is annul_ar.

ii) Ànnular to Wavy:

The Fr is obtained from the folÌowing relatj-onship:

(4.e)

Where Ov = I + 1.09 Xtt 0'039"

rt was found that the transition from annular to wavy fl-ow

occurred at rr of approximately seven. when Fr is l_ower than

seven the fl-ow was wavy.

From the foregone discussion it is crear that two phase

flow transition criteria for diabatic flows are arbitrary.

Fr = o.oz4 f-c1r-x¡D-l 
1'6

t-rL ì-tr, - l

fo'l t'u 
ror

Lxtil

Fr = L.zB fctr-xlD-l 
1.04 f ,", I o.s

L * _1 @=e¡)

[o;l 
t'u 

for Re, > rzsou
trtr-l

Rel ( 1250 and (4"8)
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There are no defined criteria to determine transitions from

one fl-ow regj-me to another. Neverthel-ess criteria based on

fundamental- physical phenomena are gaining attention.
Therefore, based on the range of variabl-es encountered, and

on the ease of applying, this study was performed using

soliman's l42J t43l transitional crj-teria. The heat transfer
correl-ations availabl-e from the literature review (chapter 3)

are based on three main flow patterns, namely,

i) mist or dispersed fl-ow (example So1j-man's l32l
correlation),

ii) annular flow model_s (example Traviss et al-. lZSl ,

Akers and Rosson [3], etc.) and

iii) wavy or stratified fl-ow models (example Rosson and

Myers t16l ).
Hence , it is J-ogical to divide the fl-ow patterns in the same

manner" soliman's L42l [43] transitionar criteria offer a

straight forward method to demarcate these three fl_ow

regimes. whereas the other transitional criteria like
Baker's t33l reguire a map in order to determine the flow
regimes.

4.2 Creation of a Heat Transfer Data Base

A number of workers (Shah [30], Bel_l_ l46J and others)
have cautioned against the use of correlations deveroped for
halocarbon refrigerants to predict steam condensation and

vi-se versa. This is because the thermal properties of
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hal-ocarbon compounds differ greatly from steam. However,

there are few correlations which have been tested with both

fl-uids and are found to be equally applicable to halocarbon

and steam condensation.

For convenience, condensation correlations suitable for
practical day to day engineering design should be applicable

to both groups of fl-uids" Hence, a data base was chosen to

represent aqueous and halocarbon fl-uids.

The data base selected for this study is given in Tabl-e

4.L. It is comprised of four sets of data pubJ-ished in the

literature. Two of the data sets used steam as test fl-uid

and the remaining two used Freon-I2. The data set No. 3 is
mostly mist and data set No. 4 is mostly annular fl-ow. Set

No" 1 covers mist and annular flow data egually. The second

data set consists of only annul-ar flow but because the

condenser tube was oriented vertically for the data sets t
and 2 , the fl-ow regJ-mes were either mist or annular.

Therefore, only the mist flow to annul-ar flow transition
criteria was applied to the first two data sets ( t and 2) 

"

Data sets 3 and 4 were developed during horizontal in-tube
condensation. Hence, both, mist to annul-ar and annular to
wavy, transition criteria were used. Because all- three flow

regimes are represented, it ls expected to simulate the

situations encountered in an actual application. However, it
must be emphasized that this data base does not cover the

entire range of parameters likely to be encountered in all-
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appl-ications. As such, the resul-ts obtained l_imit the

applicability to the range of parameters specified in the

data base. since the number of data points available in the

wavy fl-ow regime is limited the correl_ations selected for
this regime requires additional veri_fication.

Data sets !, 2 and 3 provlded measured saturation
temperatures whereas data set 4 provided vapor temperatures

at different locatj-ons along the condenser. Therefore, ârr

arithmetic average of these temperatures was used as the

saturation temperature for cal-culations. Al_l_ data sets

consisted of a number of runs with local- measurements (inner

wall- temperature, coolant temperature, static pressure, etc. )

made axially along the condenser. Along with the point
measurements, calcul-ated values such as quality, heat flow

rate, locaI heat transfer coefficj-ent, temperature drop

across the liquid fil-m, etc. were also qiven.

4"3 Assessment of Correl-ations with the Data Base

A total- of 96 test runs were available from the four
data sets given in fable 4.1 " Over 600 data points were

obtained from the 96 published test runs which formed the

data base. with the saturation temperatures given for each

run (except data set 4 where an average vapor temperature was

used) the thermophysical and transport properties of Freon-I2

were obtained from ASIIRAE Handbook of zundamentals lTl "

similarly the steam properties were obtained from the ASME
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steam tables [50].
Seven correlati-ons were sel-ected for the assessment from

the eighteen correratj-ons discussed in chapter 3. Laminar

fl-ow of liguids is sel_dom encountered (Bel_l 146l and

carpenter t12l ) in the majority of industrial- apprications
since high mass fl-ow rates are normally used. Therefore, al_I

l-aminar fl-ow model-s (Nusselt l4J , Kern I IO ] , Chaddock t 11l

and Akers and Rosson t 3 I ) were not sel_ected for the

assessment" All correl-ations, except those recommended by

ASHRAE l-21 and, Rosson and Myers [16], as revj_ewed by BeII

l46J in a s j-mj-lar assessment were not included. Rosson and

Myers t16l correl-ation was incruded because of its special
theoretical- treatment of the wavy flow regime. Àrt other

correlations applicabl-e to the wavy flow regime were either
correl-ations developed for a laminar flow model (Jaster and

Kosky 126l) or empirical- modifÍcations of an annurar flow
model- (Kern t10l ) subsequently extended for wavy fl-ow

regimes. The Al_tman et al. 17) correl_ation, although

recommended by ASHRAE lzJ for Freon-22, was not included
because of its narrow data base. simil-arly correlations
recommended by Rohsenow [r4], sol-iman et al-. [19], Bae et al_.

1201, Jaster and Kosky 126l and caval-lini and zecchin lz7)
were not included due to their narrow data base support.
Hence, the following seven correrations were sel_ected for the
assessment:

i ) Sol-iman t s l32l Equation 3 .9L ,
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ii) Tandon et al. [31] Eguations 3.86 and 3.87,

iii) Shah's t30l Eguation 3"82,

iv) Traviss et, al-. [25] Equations 3"59 and 3"60,

v ) Azer et al-. l_231 Equation 3 .58,

vi) Rosson and Myers [16] Eguation 3"29 and

vii) Akers et al-. t6l Equations 3.4 and 3.5.

A computer program in BASIC language was developed to

calculate the transitional criterÍa (given by Eguations 3.92,

3.93, 4"8 and 4.9) and the heat transfer coefficients
predicted by the above mentj-oned correl-ations with the fluid
properties, quality, and the temperature drop across the fil-m

as inputs.

Data points yielding a modified We greater than 30 were

categorized as mist flow and there were 2BS points within
this regime among the total of the 616 data points eval_uated.

Al-1 data points with a modified We below 30 and a Fr greater

than or equal to seven" for horj-zontal- condensers, were

considered to be in annular fl-ow regime" rn case of vertical-
tube condensation all data points with a we below 30 were

considered to be in the annul-ar flow regime. There were 3rz

data points falling within the annular flow regime in both

horizontal- (43) and vertical- (269) tube condensation. The

rest of the points, 18 in number, belonged to the wavy fl-ow

regime. Tabl-e 4.2 gives the percentages and the actual_

number (given within parenthesis) of cal-culated heat transfer
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coefficients falling within + 30% of the heat transfer
coefficient found experimentally.

As a first step in assessing the correl-ations, the

predicted heat transfer coefficients were checked as follows.

The cal-cul-ated heat transfer coefficients usi-ng Traviss

et al-. [25] correlation were checked against his own data.

Tab1e 4"3 compares Traviss et a}. t25l correlation with his

own data set t49l for all- three fl-ow regimes.

Table 4"3

Comparison of Traviss et a1. 1251 Correlation With

Traviss's [49 ] Data

Fl-ow Regime

Number of Calculated Heat
Transfer Coefficients
Falling Within +30% of
the Experimentaf Value

Total-
Number of
Data
Points

Mist

Annular

Wavy

60 ( 98.4r )

20 (91%)

8 (67?6)

61

22

L2

overall- 8 B (92 .6%) 95

Approximately 92t^ of the heat transfer coefficients
cal-culated using Travj-ss et al. [ 25 ] formula agreed within
+30% of the experimental-Iy determined heat transfer
coefficients. This is in agreement with the resul_ts reported
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by Traviss et al. 1251. A similar comparison was made with

Azer et al-. l23J correl-ation. Tabl-e 4.4 compares Azer et al.

l23l correlation with his own data. OnIy 5I% of the

calcul-ated heat transfer coefficients agree with the

experimental values (within +308). A similar observation was

made by Tandon et aI. i31l where Azer et aI. l23l correlation
failed to predict their own data. The reason given by Tandon

et al-. [31] for this failure was the property values used by

Azer et al-. t231. Tandon et al. [31] indicated that the

property val-ues used in cal-cul-ation were obtained from ASHRÀE

Handbook of Fundamental-s L967 "

Tabl-e 4 " 4

Comparison of Azer et al" l23J Correl-ation With

Àzer's l23J Data

The analysis of
of Fundamental-s

the present work was based on ^A,SHR.A,E

I9B5 12), The property val-ues given

Handbook

in 1967

Fl-ow Regime

Number of Cal-culated Heat
Transfer Coefficients
Fal-ling within +30% of
the Experimentaf Value

Total-
Number of
Data
Points

Mist

Annular

Wavy

2B

13

5

(41.s%)

(62Ë^)

(B3B)

62

2T

6

Overall- 46 ( s1.7% ) 89
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issue of ASHRi\E Handbook F\rndamentals were revised in rg77

issue of ASHRÀE Handbook of Fundamental-s" The same revised
property val-ues are reported in 1985 issue of ASHRAE Handbook

of E"undamentals used for this study. A comparison was made

between the 1967 and L977 property val-ues. Tabl-e 4. s shows

the percentage deviations of dynamic viscosity of Freon-12

between 1967 and the revised ]977 ASHRAE val_ues.

For Freon-I2 the ratio of J_iquid to vapor dynamic

viscosity deviates up to 50t at temperatures normally

encountered in condensers (9ooc). There were no significant
change of other property val-ues lspecific heat, thermal

conductivity, density, entha]-py and entropy) between those

reported in L977 and the values contained in the 1967 ASIIRAE

Handbook of Fundamental-. The data points given in Azer et
al-. t23l publication were recal_cul_ated with the dynamic

vj-scosity val-ues reported in ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamental-s

1967. Table 4.6 shows that approximately 76".6 of the

cal-cul-ated data points to be within
+30t of the heat transfer coefficient determined

experimentally.

Hence, Azer et al-.'s t23l correl-ation requires

modification using the revised dynamic viscosity values.
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I t.oza
I
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I
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I
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I

0.692

o .551

0.617

0.s86

0.s62

0 .538
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3 .501

1.484

3.3

3.6

5.4

7.9

10.5

]3 .4

15.3

18. 6

2t.5

23.9

40.8

34.4

43 .6

0.0249

0 .026s

0.0279

0 .0291

0 .0301

0 .0311

0.0324

0.0339

0.03s9

0.0384

0 .0417

0 .04s8

o.0257

o.0264

0.0274

0.0281

0 .0288

0 .0298

0 .0310

0 .0312

0 .0320

0.0327

0.0334

0.0339

0 .0346

6.0

3.4

0.7

-1 .0

-1 .0

-0.3

-3.7

-5.7

-8. 9

-13 .0

-18 .7

-24.5

2.3

-2.2

-1r. 3

-r4.2

-L4.2

-17.8

-2r.6

-26.0

-30 .8

-40.7

-46.6
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* Values re¡nrted 1r¡ ceûtlpotse



An analysis conducted

correl-ation is modified as

L2I

on the data reveal-ed that if the

fol-lows:

Nu = 0.032

Comparison of

Reported in

x 0"9

4.67 x

Table

Azer et al-. l23l
ASHRÀE HandbooK

the Data of Azer

o'u*r, er"o'332 Rev o;9(4.r0)

4.6

correl-ation usi-ng U val-ues

of Fundamentals l-967 with

et al. 123J"

trl trl
Þ"-l t!-l

the accuracy could be restored back to

by using l-967 ASHRAE property values "

modified correlation with the original-

and L977 ASHRAE property val-ues for Run

l23J data.

the accuracy cl-aimed

Fig. 4.2 shows the

correlation using L967

No. 6 of Azer et aI.

Fl-ow Regime

Number of Cal-culated Heat
Transfer Coefficients
FaIIing within +30* of
the ExperimentaÏ val-ue

Total-
Number of
Data
Points

Mist

Annular

Wavy

46 (7 4 "2e6)

18 ( 8s.7% )

4 (66.6%)

62

2t

6

Overall 68 (76 "4%) B9
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Tandon et al-. [31] used Azer et al. l23l data to verify
their correl-atj-on" Table 4.7 shows the anal-ysis of the

present work"

Tabl-e 4 " 7

Comparison of Tandon et aI. t3rl Correl-ation with

Azer et al. l23l Data

Fl-ow Regime

Number of Calcul,ated Heat
Transfer Coefficients
Falling Within +30t of
the Experimentaf Value

Total-
Number of
Data
Points

Mist

Annul-ar

Wavy

30 ( 48.4t )

10 (488)

I (17%)

62

2T

6

Overal-1 4L (46%) 89

Tandon et al-. [31] correl-ation agreed with 46% of the data

points of Azer et al" 1231" This is in good agreement with

his resul-ts.

4.4 Sel-ection of Correlations

The sel-ection of correl-ation for the three flow regimes

defined by Sol-iman's l_421 [43] correlatj-on j-s made on the

basis of the percentage of experimental- data points that fal-I

within +30% of each of the seven correlations selected for
this study. That is, if the experimentally determined

condensation heat transfer coefficients agree within +30t of
the correÌating formulae it was deemed satj-sfactory. Tabl-e

4.8 gives the number of data points predicting the
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TABT,E 4.8

mrPÀRISCts{ æ ffiRmATTCbtS VùIIHIN rI{E fHRm FLG¡I REEIMË

6rrelatlon

1

2

Soltrnn I32l

Tardm et al. [3r]

Sfrah t30l

Travlss et aI" [25]

Azer et al. [23]

Akers et al. [6]

R6strr and Sfyers [16]

3

N¡nber of calcr¡]ated treat transfer coefftcients fartlng witLrin
+308 of the, experÍrentar teat transfer coefftclents 1réportdas a percent4e of the data plnts wtttrln a flcx¡r reginej.

4

l"llst Fl-cnu Regjrre
100t

(285)*

5

6

61
(173)

55
(157 )

67
(leI)

29
(82)

29
(83 )

47
(134)

13
(38)

7

Anrn¡Iar Flou Rqüre
100t

( 312)

x Flgures wlthl¡ ttre ¡nrenttresis lndicate tte ach¡aL rnfiber of data points.

35
(110)

57
(179)

58
(r81)

19
(se)

28
(86 )

47
(148)

16
(4e )

hlaq¿ Fløu
1008
(18)

Rqlne

22
(4)

39
(7)

67
(12 )

44
(8)

28
(s)

94
(17 )

50
(e)

H
N)
À



condensatlon correl-at1on,

stipulated above, for alÌ

r25

svlthln the llmlts of accuracy

seven correlatlons.

4 "4,L Mlst Flow Reglme

The mlst fl-ow reglme is charact,erized by very high heat
transfer coefficlents. rn thls reglme hlgh vapor mass

vel-oclties lnterrupt the contlnulty of the 1lgu1d condensate

fil-m and therefore the effective heat transfer coefficient ls
lncreased. since the condensatlon mechanlsm wlthln the
regime deviates considerabry from the annular modeI,

correl-ations based on thls models do not predict what is
happening in thls regfme. Thls ls shown clearly by

Figs.4.3 to 4.9. Except Sollman's t32l and shah's t30l
correl-ation, all other correlations can not be used wlthin
this regime. However, correl-atlons developed on the basis of
a partlcular data set predicted satlsfactory experlmental_

results even ln the mlst frow reglme of the same data set.
For example, TravÍss et ar. t25l correlatlon (Fig" 4.3)
covers approxlrnately ggq of the experlmental polnts, wlthin
the mlst flow reglme of hls data set. Fig. 4.3 shows that
Travlss et al. [25] correlatlon to be l_ess accurate in
predlctlng other data sets.

A'kers et al. [6], Rosson and Myer's tr6l and Tandon et
ar" [31] correl-ations generalry predlcted lower than the
experlmental heat transfer coefflclent withln this regfme.
The accuracy of Tandon et al. t31l and Akers et al. t6l
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correl-atlon lmprove slfght,ly for steam bel-ow a modifled we of
about 40, Both of these correlatlons produce almost

identical- results withln mist flow reglme.

The accuracy of Azer et al. L23j correlatlon ls l_ow

(Fig" 4"4) withln the mist flow regime. The correration was

developed on t.he basis of an annular fl-ow model and therefore
in high guarity reglons the experlmentar values are lower
than the correlatlon would predict. Thls fact can be crearly
seen in flg. 4"2 where the curve fits are low for
experimental val-ues at qualities above 0"69. Azer et al.
L23l correl-atlon glves one and a half to three times higher
heat transfer coefficients for steam. Hence, this
correlation is inappropriate for steam in the mist flow
regime "

within the mlst flow regime 67k of the data points are
correl-ated (within +308) by shah's t30l formura (Tabre 4.8),
whereas 61% of the experimental points are within +30% of
soliman's 1,321 correlation. However, comparing Figs. 4.5 and

4.6 show that sollman's l32J correlation improves the
accuracy at high modifled we's. Therefore the number of data
points, v¡ithin the limlts of accurâclr were determined again
for modified wers greater than 40. when the data points
above 40 were considered on a modified we scare (Tabre 4"g)
the accuracy of sollman's 132) correlatlon improved (7gB)

whereas Shah's t30l correlation dropped (6gt).
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Table 4.9

Comparison of Sollman's l32l Correl-atlon With Shah's t30l
Correlation for Flows with a we Greater Than 40

Data Set No.

Percentages of points withln +308
of Experlmental- Value

Sol-lman's t 32l Shah's t 30l

1 and 2 100t
(76)

3 1008
( 41)

4 100t
(26)

-tL
(s4 )

93
( 38 )

73
(re)

66
(s0 )

73
(30)

55
(17 )

Overall 100%
(143)

78
(rr1)

68
(e7 )

Sollman's L32J correlation provldes acceptable results for
both steam (7f3) and Freon-L2 (85t¡ condensation, compared to

66 and z0B for Shah's [30] correlation for the steam and

Freon-I2 respectively. Thls 1mpI1es that Soliman's l32l
correlation 1s more generally acceptable"

Solj-manrs t32l correlation was selected for use in the

mist flow regime defined by the modified We greater than 40

for non-aqueous and aqueous flulds. Thls correlation is not

appropriate for use below a modlfied We of 40.

In reviewing the llterature it was stated that Traviss

et aI. l25l used an empirical- exponent on the factor F(X¡¡)
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to correct a group of hls data set. When Eguatlon 3.59 was

used the experimental data points wlth a F(Xtt) value greater

than two were found to be above the correlating l-1ne.

Therefore, Traviss et al" [25] suggested that Equation 3.60

be used instead when r(Xtt) 1s greater than two. In the mist

flow regime, out of a total of 285 data polnts 226 (79t_) had

a F(Xtt) greater than two" Hence, Travlss et al"'s [25]

correlatJ-on requires an empirical correction ln the mist fl-ow

regime, where any correlation developed on the basis of an

annular flow model is bound to be lnaccurate.

4 .4 " 2 Annul-ar Flow Regime

The annular flow data in Table 4.2 consists of

experlments conducted under two dlfferent condenser tube

orientatj-on, vertlcal and horizontal. In the vertical tubes,

stratification of condensate due to the effect of gravity

does not occur, the appllcatlon of the Fr is inappropriate.

Therefore, the annular to wavy transltional criteria was

applied only for the R-12 data. rn Lhe vertical tubes at the

end of the tube, when condensatlon is complete, Lhe llguid
may fitl the tube and produce slug or pJ-ug flow" Since this
type of flow ls 1ikely to occur only in a relatlveì-y short

length of the condenser this was not consldered.

Since the data polnts with a modlfied We greater than 40

are being considered by Sollmanrs l32l correlation in the

mist fl-ow regime, data points with a modified lttre less than 40
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must now be incl-uded in the annular flow data in order to
preserve the continuity of the local_ heat transfer
coefficient along the axial_ length of the condenser.

Therefore, for the data points between 30 and 40 in the

modified vüe scal-e vüere added to the annular flow data points
given in Tabl-e 4.8. As a result, the number of data points
in the annurar flow regime, with a modified we l-ess than 40

and a Fr greater than seven (onJ-y in case of horizontal-

flows ) , increased to 4s4 " The selectj_on of a suitabl_e heat

transfer correlation is based on the above defined, regrouped

data set.

The correlations of Tandon et aI. t31l (Fig" 4.10),
Akers et al. t6l (Fig.4.1I) and Rosson and Myers tI6l
(Fig. 4"l-2) show a simil-arity within the annul_ar and wavy

fl-ow regimes during condensation inside horizontal_ tubes.

The experimentally determined coefficients of heat transfer
are consistently higher than all three correlations. Hence

the use of ASHRÀE l_zJ recommended ekers et al-. t 6l

correl-ation resul-ts in a conservative design. Ämong al1

seven correl-ations Akers et al. I6l correlation is acceptable

for Fr l-ess than seven. The flow under such condítions is
wavy.

The condensation heat transfer coefficients predicted by

Shahrs t30l (Fig. 4.13) and Traviss et al-. l2íl (Fig " 4"r4)
correlations for horizontal- fl-ow condensers are comparabl_e.

The accuracy is consistent throughout the range of Fr.
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However, Traviss et aI. t25l correlatlon ls good for

Traviss's t49l data coverlng 89? , that ls 48 data polnts out

of a total of 54 polnts are covered accurately.

Sol-lman's l32l correlatlon ( F1g. 4 " 15 ¡ and Azer et al-.

l23J correlatlon (Fig. 4"16) gave very low values when Fr 1s

lower than about IO for condensatlon inside horizontal tubes.

Soliman's l32J correlatlon predlcted consistently ]ow heat

transfer coefflclents durlng condensatlon inslde vertical
tubes (Fig. 4.17). Therefore, lt ls not advlsable to use

thls correl-atlon for annular or wavy flow reglmes in a

horizontal condenser and for annul-ar flow reglmes 1n a

vertlcal condenser"

During condensation ln a vertlcal tube Tandon et al.

t31l and Shah's t30l correlations provlde accurate results"

Figs" 4.18 to 4.23 show that steam data are dlfflcult t.o

cover accurately. Slnce the devlatlons from the experimental

heat transfer coefflcients are 7 to L7 times as hlgh for

lndividual data points at qualltles below 0.3 thus the

correlatlons are lnconcluslve ln thls range. Hence, all data

points falllng withln +308 were counted and concluslons based

on thts crlterla" .å, comparison of Fig. 4"r7 and r1g. 4"18 to

4"23 show that the maNlmum declatlons glven by Sollman¡s 1,32)

correlatlon Fig. 4.17 ls appreciabJ-y lower than other

correlations.

A comparlson between landon et al' t31l and Shah's t30l

correlatlons ls shown 1n Table 4.10.
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Table 4. I0

Comparison of Shah's t30l Correl-ation with Tandon

et al. t31l Correlation for Flows with A

We Less Than 40

oata Set No.

Percentages of points within +30%
of ExperÍmental Val-ue

Tandon et aI. [31] Shah's I 30 l

I and 2 100%
(3ss)

100%
(42)

100%
(s7 )

65
(230 )

10
(4)

35
(20 )

60
(213)

83
( 3s )

BI
(46 )

Overall 1008
(454)

56
(254)

65
(2e4)

Shah's t30l correl-ation predicts 65t of the data points,

during the horizontal and vertical- flow, compared to 56% by

Tandon et al-" t31l correl-ation" Since a general correl-ation

for different conditions is desirabl-e, the overall

performance in both vertj-cal- and horizontal- tubes is used to

eval-uate the performance of the seven correlations. Hence,

based on the performance, shown in Tabl-e 4.10, Shah's [30]

correl-ation was sel-ected for use within the annular fl-ow

regime. The fl-ow is defined by the modified we less than 40,

for vertical and horizontal condensation in tube, and Fr

higher than seven , foy horizontal- fl-ows.
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4.4.3 E{avy Flow Regime

Flow wlth condensatlon lnslde horizontal tubes was

considered to be stavy for al-l- data wlth a Fr less than seven.

Ntnety-four percent of the data were correlated by Akers

et al. t6l formula followed by Shah's t30l whlch correlated

only 67?-" A comparison between the experimental and

predlcted values of the condensatlon heat transfer

coefficients is given in Flg. 4.24. .An attempt was made to

study the effect of shlfting the Fr to 10 on the accuracy of

the correlations. The accuracy for all correl-atlons dropped

significantly. Hence, the present criteria of a Fr of seven

1s considered to be adequate.

The number of data points available within this flow

regime in the available data base were limited. Hence,

caution must be exerclsed before confidence can be placed on

the concl-usions drawn from this study. withtn the

limitations of the number of data points, Akers et al-. t6l
correl-ation is found suitabl-e for thls regime. Fig" 4.25

shows that this correlation is 1n good agreement with the

wavy flow data.

4.4"4 General

with the Freon-I? data speclflc correlatlons show

lmproved accuracy. For example, within Traviss's [49] data

range Travlss et al" [25] correlatlon cover 92t^ of the data.

Similarly wlthin Azer et al-. Í231 data range the modified

correlatlon of Azer et aI . 1.231 (glven by Equatlon 4.10)
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covers 76? of the data within + 30%" Therefore, if
improvements are reguired such correlations coul-d be used,

irrespective of the fl-ow regimes, if the mass fl-ow rates of
R-12, the tube diameter of the condenser and the condensing

temperatures are sj,mil-ar to those that have been used in
generati-ng the above mentj-oned data sets. These ranges of
parameters are given in Table 4.1.

4 " 5 Devel-opment of a Design Procedure Based on the Theory

of Successi-ve Summation

Once a method to eval-uate the local heat transfer
coefficient is availabl-e the next step in the development of

a design procedure to calcul-ate the length of the heat

exchanger required to condense a gj-ven mass flow of vapor.

Design methods availabl-e for condensers may be broadly

classified into two categories" These are eguj-librium

methods and the successive summation method which is also

cal-l-ed a dif ferential method.

fn the equilÍbrium methods, no attempt is made to

descrj-be the process on the vapor side mass transfer. The

bul-k of vapor and liquid condensate at any plane normal- to

the fl-ow are assumed to be at eguilibrium that is at Lhe

saturation temperature. The method is suited to the

situation in which vapor and condensate do not become

separated (like in mist flow).

In the second method, the cal-cul-ation of local heat and
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mass transfer rates are comblned with dlfferentlal mass and

energy bal-ances, whlch descrlbe the down stream development

of the vapor and cool-ant temperatures and vapor composition

through the condenser" Deslgn ls accomplished by Íntegration

of these differentlal eErations.

The classical method of cal-culating the overall- heat

transfer coefflclent f.or an exchanger 1s to lntegrate the

basic differential given by:

dq=u(Tv-Tw)dA.

After lntegratlng over the heat transfer area

g = uA (aTv - ôT*)/ln1aro/ÁT*)

= UA A Tr.l¡ .

( 4.11)

(4.L2)

results, where ATf,u ls the log mean temperature difference.

The applicatlon of this method becomes unsultable when the

condensatlon heat transfer coefficlent lnslde the tube Is

calculated by three different methods depending on the loca}

conditions prevalltng along the length of the condenser" Log

mean temperature method is well sulted for situatlons where

mean heat transfer coefficients are used. Therefore, a

successlve summatlon method ls used for the development of

the deslgn procedure.

In the successlve sunmatlon method the dtfferentlal
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equations are developed by the cl-assical approach of defining

steady state heat bal-ance across an infinitesimal- section Á L

of the heat exchanger (Fig. 4"26) " The rate of change of

temperature with distance (dTldl) in the coolant stream

varj-es aÌong the condensing length of the exchanger, but

because the elemental section AL is small the temperature

within the infinitesimal section can be considered constant

across this section. Similarly in the desuperheating section

of the exchanger both vapor as wel-l as coolant stream

temperatures vary.

In order to calcul-ate the rate of heat transfer within a

differential el-ement the heat transfer coefficients on the

shel-I side and the tube side, the thermal- conductj-vity of the

condenser tube material and thickness, and any resistances

due to fouling must be known. The shell- side heat transfer

coefficient is obtained by Dittus-Boelter eguation for single

phase flows. This eguation is used for the cooling medj-um,

which is generaÌIy water. For the super heated vapor

EquatJ-on 3.85 is used until- the super heat is removed " The

single phase heat transfer eguation is given by,

h - O.32 Re*0 ' 61 Prs¡o'31 kw
D

(4"13)

Where, h = single phase heat transfer coefficient,

w/m2.K,

= Reynold's number of the single phase fl-ow,

= Prandtl number of the fl-uid,
Rêw

Prw
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þ = diameter of the tube, m and

kw = thermal conductivity of the fluid, w/m K

The overall heat transfer coefficlent (Ui) for the

differential element based on the inside differential area of

the tube is obtained by,

( Ds-Di ) D1
(4.14 )

U1 hi hs (D9 /Dy) kr (Ds+D1)

Vlhere,

hi = tube side heat transfer coefficient,

hs = shell- side heat transfer coefficient,

Di = i-nternal diameter of the tube,

D9 = outside dlameter of the tube and

kT = thermal- conductivity of the tube material-.

In the desuperheating area of the condenser the rate of heat

transfer by N tubes wlthln the differential length is then

given by,

À9 = no2 14.r, ¡ u1 (Tv - Tw ) N (4.15 )
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where, AL = infinitesj-mal length of condenser,

Tv = vapor temPerature and

Tw = coolant temperature.

Until the vapor temperature becomes egual to the saturation

temperature, the down stream vapor and water temperatures are

determined, from the rate of heat transfer (q) usi-ng the

foll-owing eguations.

Tv2= Tv1- q

mv cpv

Twz Twr - q

mr¡ cpw

(4.16 )

(4.r7 )

Where,

Tvz = vapor temperature at the infinitesimal section

immediately next to the current section,

Tvl = the vapor temperature of the current section of

the condenser,

Tw2 = cool-ant temperature in the adjoining section of

the condenser,

Twt = coolant temperature in the current infinitismal-

section,

mv = IllâSS flow rate of vapor,

frw = mass fl-ow rate of coolant,

Cpo specific heat of the vapor and

Cp* = sPecific heat of the coolant"
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once the vapor temperature ts below the saturatlon

temperature of the condenslng vapor the length of heat'

exchanger regulred (^t) to condense each lnflniteslma]

decrement of guallty ls evaluated as fol-Iows,

aL = mv hfg ax (4.18)
ffi

Where,

ax = lnfiniteslmal change ln quality and

Tv = saturated vaPor temPerature"

For the next lnfinitesimal area the qualtty is decreased by a

suitable guantltY as

x.2 - x1 - ax (4'I9)

until_ the quality ts almost negligible at the end of

condensatton. The algorlthm of the deslgn procedure j-s given

in APPENDIX B. The computer ltsting ls also included in

APPENDIX C. The flnal condenser length is obtained by

summing all the infinitesimal lengths reguired to cool and

condense the vaPor.
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CHAPTER 5

APPLTCATION TO FTELD STUDY

The applicatlon of the design procedure developed in

Chapter 4 is the deslgn of a suitable condenser for the

refrigeratlon system dlscussed in the FIELD STUDY (Chapter

2). Hence, the computer program given in .A,PPENDIX C was used

to design a condenser for the refrigeration system of the

poultry pIant.

Among the six subdlvislons of the refrigeration system

in the Dunn-Rite Products Ltd. poultry processing plant the

deep freeze system was selected for the deslgn purposes.

This unit is operated by two 28 kW compressors uslng R-502 as

refrigerant. It was estimated that the refrigerant l-eaves

the compressors at 93oC (Flgure I"1) and condenses at 43oC.

The estimated fl-ow of refrlgerant was 0.5 kgls and in cooling

and condensing this flow the total heat rejected was over 60

kw.

A she1l and tube heat exchanger was sel-ected for use.

Varlous sheIl dlameter and tube arrangements were trled.

When the shell diameter 1s large the shell side heat transfer

coefflcient drops significantly and therefore the high heat

transfer coefflcients avail-able on the tube slde is not fu1J-y

utilized. As a result the length of the condenser tubes

required increases several fold.
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A combination of 152 mm diameter shell with 40 tubes of

12"7 mm dia. arranged in a triangular 19"05 mm pitch offered

a high shel-l- side heat transfer coefficient. In order to

provide a cross fl-ow to assist in producing a high she1l side

heat transfer coefficient a tube bank baffl-e spacing of 0.6 rn

was provided.

Process water for the pJ-antfs use is obtained from the

city water supply. During the winter months the water

temperature average approximately soC. The total- hot water

requirement for production and domestic use on an average day

is about sB m3 /day. This for an eight hour working day gives

7.25 m3/hr. Since there are number of compressor units of

higher capacity the total- water flow rate was split in two.

Therefore, the water mass flow rate through one of the heat

exchangers is I kgls.

the total- Iength of tubing reguired to condense the

refri-gerant completely is 3.4 m. Since this tube length is

suppl-ied as a U-tube the length of the condenser is I.7 m.

The outlet temperature of water is 22oC"

A heat recovery unit of the above dimensions is able to

recover about 69 kw. The total heat rejected through both of

the 28 kW compressors is 69.15 kw. Hence, the entire vapor

mass of the refrigerant is condensed in the heat exchanger.

By rounding off the condenser heat exchanger J-ength to 2 m an

excess capacity of approximately 183 which shoul-d al-l-ow for
discrepancj-es in correl-atj-ons and fouling"
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The amount of heat recovered ls worth approxlmately

gl3/day. This ls obtalned convertlng the gas equivalent of

the reclaimed heat generated by one of the hot water boilers

at 52fu overall efficlency and gas at ç5"24/GJ" The estimated

annual- savj-ngs ln gas blll is then $3,600. WÍth a 10&

interest for borrowed money compounded annually and a 10 year

tife for the water cooled heat exchanger gives present worth

of economic lnvestment, on the equlpment at approximately

ç22,000" Hence, âDY lnvestment less than thls amount for the

ínstallation (lncluding the cost of the extra refrigerant for

retrofittlng) and egulpment would be cost effectlve,

neglectlng the cost of malntenance required for the

equipment. The rnalntenance cost is marginal 1n such

equipment reçriring only a perlodic cleanlng of the water

slde of the exchanger for possible salt deposition. In a

food industry hlgh guatity water is used and as a result the

sal-t content is Iow. Hence, salt deposition and fouling on

the shell slde ls expected to be an lnsigniflcant problem.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 Concluslons

A number of conclusions were drawn from the results of

the present investigation. For clarlty these are presented

in three groups and are descrj-bed in order.

Regarding the lndustrial energy survey, the following

conclusions may be drawn:

t. The recovery of waste heat energy from the condenser of

industriat refrlgerators is economically feasible" The

rejected heat 1s available at approximately 43oC, a

suttable temperature for water preheatlng'

2. The food industry, by virtue of its large low

temperature process water reguirements, derives

significant economic benefits by recovering waste heat

from refrÍgeratlon equlprnent and the use of water cooled

condensers should be consldered for such installations.

An extenslve literature search provided seven

correlations which were isolated and compared with a data

base coverlng experimental data on condensatlon lnslde
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vertical and horizont,al tubes" The conclusions drawn from

thls search were as follows:

1" Hydrodynamlc flow regimes must be ldentified with

suttabl-e transitlon crlLerla before a partlcular

condensation heat transfer correlatlon 1s applled. This

observation agrees wlth the observatlons made by BeIl

1,461 and Breber et al" t39l "

2" Soliman's i32l correlatlon 1s an appropriate correlation

for the mlst fl-ow regime defined by a modified Weber

number (Eguatlons 3"92 and 3.93) greater than or egual

to 40. This correlatlon is sultabl-e for condensers

usi-ng steam and R-12 as condensing fluids.
3 " The mist fl-ow reglme is foll-owed by an annular flow

regime, which 1s deflned by flows with a modifled Weber

number Ìess than 40 for all flows except in case of

condensation inside horizontal tubes where the flow must

also be with a Froude number hlgher than seven, Shah's

l30l correlation ls recommended. Thls correlatlon is
al-so found suitable for aqueous and non-aqueous (R-12)

condensatlon lnside tubes.

4" Then the wavy flow regime follows which is correLated by

Akers et al. t6l formula, however, the number of data

polnts available within thls regime in the data base is
small compared to the other two flow regimes" Akers et

aI. 16l correlation has a wlde data base support ln the
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Ilterature and was considered adequate wlthln wavy fl-ow

reglme.

Condensation heat transfer models, correlated on the

basis of an experimental data set, predlcted more

accurately wlthln the range of parameters covered by

that experiment.

The modified Azer et aI. t23l correlation (Equatlon

4.10 ) is suitable for more accurate predlct'ions wj-thin

the annular flow regime for parameters defined by data

set No. 4. Slmilarly Traviss et aI. [25] correlation j-s

suitable for accurate predictlons within the range of

parameters defined by data set No. 3.

on the basis of the design procedure developed, the

following conclusions are made:

For condensers wtth condensation occurring lnslde the

tubes the deslgn must provide for the different flow

regimes" That is a section of the condenser must be

deslgned for each flow reglme rather than using a singÌe

data correlatlon for the entire length of the condenser

without any regard to flow transitions.

Successive summation method of heat exchanger design

provides a sultable algorithm for lncorporating the

concept of fl-ow transitlons and the assoclat'ed change in

the applicable heat transfer correlatlons.

6.

1.

2"
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6 "2 Recommendations

This investigation , like many others in the literature,

has been able to answer onÌy a limited number of guestions.

Ho$rever, the study has l-ed to further guestions and ideas .

These ideas and guestions require research efforts to

increase our perception of the mechanisms involved in

condensation of saturated vapors inside horizontal tubes.

In order to increase the generality of the correlations,

sel-ected for use in a particular flow regime, the

analysis described in Chapter 4 must be repeated with as

many data sets as possible. Such data sets must include

different fluids, mass flow rates and tube diameters.

Since the present study has not been able to incorporate

al-l condensation heat transfer correlati-ons avai-Iable to

date, âñ effort to verify condensation correl-ations

availabte in other parts of the Worl-d must be made.

The apptication of specific condensation heat transfer

correlations for each ftow regimes gives rise to abrupt

changes in the predicted heat transfer coefficients in

the transition zone. Research effort is required to

ensure a smooth transition of heat transfer coefficients

at the transiti-on zones where two different correlations

meet.

New data are reguired in large diameter pipes ( 25 mm and

above) which are lacking in the l-iterature.

2.

3.

4.
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APPENDÏX

Determlnation of State Polnts ln Vapor Compresslon CYcle

The state points, shown in rtg" 1"1 and L.2, of a real

vapor compresslon cycJ-e are calculated below. The property

values are obtained from ASHRAE Handbook 1985 Fundamentals

l2l"

A

a

Refrigerant used

Refrigerated space temPerature

Ambient air temPerature

Evaporator temPerature

Condenser temPerature

State Point ProPerties

R-s02

-200c

320C

28.90C

430 C

State

Absolute
Pressure

MPa
Temperature-og Enthalpv

k3/kg-'
Entropy
KJlK

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
I

o "22
0"19
0.18
0. L7
2.4
2"L
r"7
1.5

-27.8
-3L "7
-24 "O
-18.0

93.0
89.8
40 "6
35 .0

239 "O
330"4
335.2
336.8
397 "9
397 "9
246.3
239 "O

t
I
I
t
I
I
I
I

r56
551
567
580
610
624
t62
136
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Refrigerant effect
= 91.4 kJ /kg

Refrigerant mass flow = 2It/9I"4

= 2"3L kglmln

= 38.6 g/s

Heat of compresslon = (397.9-335"2' 2"3L

= L44 " 84 kJlmin

= 2.4 kW

coP = 2LL/L44"84

= 1"5

Heat rejected = (397 '9-239'0) 2'31

= 367 "L kJ/min

= 6.1 kW

Heat absorbed = zLL kJlmin

= 3.52 kW

Superheating ln suctj-on llnes = (335.2-330.4) 2"3I

= 11.1 k¡/min

= 0.19 kW

superheatlng ln the compressor = (336.8-335.12) 2"31
cYrinder 

= 3. BB k¡/min

= 0"07 kW

Change in EntroPY of the
refrigerated space assuming Carnot
cycle-operatloñ, ASR = -2LL/253

= -0.8340 kJ/K-min
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Net work inPut
operation, w

for a Carnot cycle

Network inPut for an actual cYcle
(including suPerheat¡

Overal-I COP

work input to the cYcle, w

Change of entroPY of the
atmosphere, So

Net increase J,n entroPY, Suniv

Net irreversibilitY, To Suniv

= Sp (Te-Tp)

= 0.8340 ( 316. 3-253 )

= 52"82 kJ,/min

= 0.88 kW

= 2LL/246.9

= 0.8546 k.l/f-min

= 367 "L 211 .0

= 156.1 kJlmin

= 2"6 kW

= 2LI/L57

= 1.35

= 156.1 - 52.82

= I03.28 kJlmin

= L"72 kW

= 367 "L/3L6 "3

= 1.1605 kJ,/K-min

= I.1605 0.8340

= O"3265 kJ/K-min

= 316.3 x 0.3265

= 103.3 kJlrnin

= L"72 kW

Change in entroPY at the
evaporator due to finite
temperature difference, sgi
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Available energY outflow from the
refrigerant durlng heat rejectlon,
(Eu )o = t( L.L62-L.r36) 2"3L +

r " 567-1.551 ) 2. 3r +
1. s8-1 "567 \ 2"3L +
L"624-L.s67 ) 2.3t)
3r6.3

Avail-ab1e energy outflow from the
refrÍgerant during its Process of
heat lejection rendered unavallable
when absorbed by atmosphere, (EA)o =

( 1. rr33 ) 316.3

352 "L4 k.l/m1n

= 5"87 kW

367 " 1-352.L4

L4 "96 kJlmin

0.25 kW

316.3 x 0.8546

270 " 3 kJlmin

4"51 kW

^A,vailabIe and unavailable portion
of energy inflow during evaporation
and compression, (Eu)i =

Avail-able energY inflow to t'he
refrigerant during compression

AvaÍlable energY that is degraded
by the heat transfer from the
refrígerated space when the process
is acðompllshed through a finite
temperature differences, (Etd)i =

2LL

-59.3

-0.99

270 "3

kJ/min

kw

-[-s9.3-(-s2.82)
6.49 kJ/min

0.11 kW

:-4.ge kJ/min(Eed)o = (Ea)o
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Irreversibllitles caused ln
expansion val-ve and compressor
valves

Sum of a1I the availabl-e energy
t,hat has been degraded bY the
refrlgerant in its cYc1ical
operation, (EE¡fl)

= 3I6.3 (0.0601 + 0.0370
+ 0"0300 + 0.1317)

= 81.83 kJ/min

= 1.36 kW

6 " 49 + 14.96 + 81 .83

= 103.28 kJ/min

= 1.72 kW

EnergY kJlmln Area

Qi

Qo

w

(Ee) i
(Eu ) i-

1E¡)o

1EU)o

(Ela ) r

21r.00

367.10

156 .10

-59. 30

270.30

14.96

352 "t4
8r"80

q+t
(a*u )

(a-e.u)-(q + t)

-(t + m)

l+m+q+t
( a*h)
(i*u)
i + (J+k)+(n+r+S+u)+(o+P+v)
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8i
2LL

0i
2IL

0o

367 "L

w

156 .1

(Eu)i

270.3

w

156. I
(Ea)t

-s9.3

1E¡)o

L4 "96

(Ee) r
s9.3

91. s9

(Eea)r

8r.83

8o

367 "L

(Eu)r

270 "3

(Eu)o

352 "L4

qE¡)o

L4 "96

9r.59

1EU)o

352 "14

(Eea)r

81"83

+

+

+

+
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À,PPENDIX B

Algorithm of the Design Procedure

IiFUT T" Js ,Di
Do, P1,BA,Ds'mw

m* ,NN, 56,S¡

FLÂG=Tv-Ts

ho e €q. (4' 13 I
for urcÞr

h¡

L
ui

ra

Tv

Tw

L

ö

= eq.(3.85)
for vopour

: eq.(4.14)

= sq. (4. 15)

' sg. (4.16)

= eq. (4. 19)

= L*AL
= [+aö

Q =óvCpv(T5-Tv)

Ret= 61¡-x) D/PU

hi = Eq.(3'9 1)
= Eq.( 3.88)

ho = Eq. (4.13 )
, for woier

f = eq. te.t+)

t*" =$ffior*,
mv hfa AxÀZ.ïPff'TffiÑ'

T*i - T*o

L = L*AZ
Ä-År

xD¡AZU¡ AT

PRINT L, Q
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.A,PPENDTX C

Computer Llsting of the BASIC Program

1 FiEÌ"1 *.t* )} *: )t * lf x.x+I * *. +.* * * I t I* * * I * t tx x ¡ Ì t * + {',+ f tf * l * * * x* t * * * * f * * xr*t*xïi: * *** *: à t t r

" FEI'1 F'RIJÉRAI4 DEVELOF'ED BY T.NITHEANANDAN

tr ñEM Í f t. * t *x xxxx x * Ë f x xxx xx *x *tx *: l:x t* * * * rxt* x)t f tx *x* xxxx*x * [xx ** ** f ** *f x * Ë x * x*Í
4 ÃEM

-l FrÉtl X*.***x***: *x*x**.xxxÍ*x*x**xx{*****x*lxxft:ft(*lx***xx*x****:***f**x**xÍx**f*'l
ó REI4 #THIS F'F:OGFAM IS AEiLE TO DESIGN A COI'JDENSEF| hIHEN F'ARTICULAFS REOU]FìED INI
7 FIEH *STATEMENTS f,S TCr 48 AÑE TYFED IN' Tl¡lO E{UILT-IN SUE{ROUTINES SUFFLY lHE x

B REI,1 *THEF|MODYNÊMIC F'ROF'ERTY I/ALUES OF R-5(1: AND I'IATER' FOR ANY ÜTHEF VAF'OFIS )|

gREM*OTHERTHâNR_5(:)1AT'IEI¡JSUE{F:OUTINETÛHANDLEF'FOF'ERTIESMUSTBEINCOFiF'E-)I
1Ö FIEM XFATED.THE DESiGII IS MADE IN SI'IALL SEGIIENTS AS THE \'/AF'DR CHANTJES FROH Ji *

11 F:EM fSUF'EFI HEATED VAF'OR TO A SATURATED LIOUID'THEN THE SEGMENTS AFIE SI'JMMED i

1î REFI XTO OETAIN THE FINAL DEgiGF]. I

1-r.REl'1***xx*:x*xxxx*x***xtx*xxxx*x*åx*x**Íx**xxxx*xx****xt*xxt*xx*xxxxï*x*xx**t*
14 DEFDBL A_H
13 DEFDEL }'ì-Z
1ó F.RINT,,DO yOU LII,:.E TO ñUN THIS FROERAMME I^IITH THE EUILT-IN INFUT DATAI"

17FRINT',TYPE'Y.IFTHEANSI¡IERISYES.ELSETYF.EANY0THERI{EY''
18 lNF.UT A$
19 IF A$="Y" THEN GtTt f,5
:f.) T NF,UT ', VAF.OÉ TEMF.ERATURE', ¡ TV

Î1 INF.UT "SATURATION TEIIF'EFATUÉE"iTS
:: I NF.UT 'J I NTERNAL D,I AMETER OF TUÉES '' ¡ D I
2f, INFUT "OUT SIDE DIAMETER OF TUBES"¡DO
-r4 INFUT "FITCH OF TUFES"IFT
:5 INF'UT "EAFFLE SF'AC]NG" ¡ EA

:6 INF'UT "SHELL DIAMETER"iDS
:7 INFUT "l"lASS FLOhJ RATE OF SHELL SIDE FLIJID"¡llW
:8 INF.UT ''NUME{ER OF TUBES'' ¡ NN

î9 INFUT "|4ASS FLOI'J FATE OF TUBE SIDE FLUID"IMV
f,(] INF.UT ''INLET TEMF'EF|ATURE OF SHELL STDE FLUiD"¡TI¡
f,1 INFUT "TRANSI/ERSE SFACING OF TUEES"IST
:.î I NF'UT " Ð I AGONAL SF'AC l NG OF TUBES '' i SD

f,f, INF'UT "LONGiTUDINAL SFACIN6 TUFES"iSL
f5 TV=158
f,6 TS= 1C)4

f,7 D I =f,. 5Ef f,f,f,E-(1î
,18 DO=a' l6óó67E-01
f,g FT=. t:)615
4ö EA=î
41 DS=.5
4? MW_BÖ(JÖ
4f, NN=4(:)
44 MV=4ó!)C)
45 Thl=41
4é ST=. O6?5
47 SD=. Ctó25
48 SL=.649=19
3() LPFINT '' DESIGN OF A CONDENSER FOR É-5C-)3"

51 LPRINT
53 LF'R I NT
1 1 1 6tJ=Ttl
11î TtÀ|= (TV+TS) /?
1 1:r GosuF ::(r(:)(1

I 14 F Z=F l¡.1

1 16 TN=61¡J

11ú LE=(j
111 J=O : TF=TS
1:2 6ÛSUE I 1(:,(l
1î4 LF'RINT "Ternperatutre Õ+ the sutper heated vapor=" ' TV' "Deg' F"

1"5 LFRINT "Sat¡-rration terÌPer-ature ="'TS' "Deg'F"
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=".F'T."{eet" :LFRINT "Ea{{le e
116 LFRINT "Fitch

Ilî'l ,*r*-,. ,,or-rtEide diamete. 
-;i'ii;='**' 

=".Do. "{eet":LFFrlNr "InEide dia

. of tutbe ="'DIr"{eet"
ifã f-f'nlrur "Hasg f lowrate o{ water=" 'Mt¡J' 

"1bs'/hr"
iãç r_r,aln¡r ,,MaEs +Iowrate o{ Fi-5t:r:=".HV. "tbs/hr"
1_4.() U=0
1f,1 LFRINT "No. o{ ¡'-t6s5="'Nl'l
1f.î X=DSt (FT-DO) xBA/FT
1;f, LFRiNT "['Jater inlet temPeratutre=" ' Tt'J' "Deg' F"

i:q v= (f,, 4641o16**FT"2) / (2" 14t39?7**Do) -Do
1f,5 LF R I NT õ, ,E.ÊE. uEAf En \/aF'nR,'
1f,6LF.ÉINT..DETAILgoFTHEC0NDENSERF.0RTIoNCooLINÉSUF.ERHEATEDVAF'ÛFi
1f,8 LF'F I NT
1f,9 LF'RTNT
14tj hJ=TV-TS
15(r IF UJ .r Õ THEti 60T0 f,96
16(:r IF l¡J = (-) THEN GOTO ¡8t:)
1ó5 605u8 I(l(:)()
1ó6 61=MW/ (RWXX)

17(j A= (SD-ÐO) *î
17r B= (ST-DO)
17f, REt4 LFRINT "A=",4,"8=".8
T74 TF A.'::E THEN 60T0 1B()

176 G=G1xST/ (ST-DO)
178 GOTÛ 21tt
1S(1 G=G1XST/ (2* (SD-DO) )

î1(l F9=RW*G*Y,/VtJ
115 IF F9::11ì(lQ THEN 60T0 44;-'(:)

11ó IF F9:11(l(:ìoÖ(r I THEN GOTO îî-a'
:17 Fil=5T/SL
î 18 I F R I ì'2 THEN 60T0 221
319 C=.f,5*(ST/SL)'.2 :1"1='6

:rO 60T0 2f,(j
" :M=.6

îî3 60T0 2f,C)
:?:. I F Fç:¡:(jo{:)(j(){:) ! THEN GOTO 44f,O
-- ^ .- ¡,1i : l'1=. 84
ri1 Þ-. t-'4!

îf,(:) HO=CX (F9-l'l) X (FW'. f,ó) * ( (F'l¡/PZ) "' ?5) Xl';t^l/Y

23,4 TF=TV
riJ Ù-r
ì4(l ËosuE 1 1(l(:)

f Btl F=1' î7f,3:96#*MV/ (DI XV6*NN)

:9() z=cGxvÉ/1',Ì6
:,.-)(i HI=.C):f,X (F-. 8) x (2"' f,) *l'16lDI
f, 1C) UI=1 / (l /Hl+r / (HOX (DO/DI ) ) + (DO-Di ) xDI / (î31' 7(i582#X (DO+DI ) ) )

f,îtj oL=1,57Ö7963**DI tuI x (TV-Tt^l) xNN

f,f,t-r TV=TV-OL/ (MVfrCG)

tr4Ö ThJ=OL/ (MhlXCl¡J) +Tt'J

f,5(:) LE=LE+. 5
f,ó{) U=U+OL
f,61 LF'RiNT
f,óî LÊ'RINT "HO=". HO. "Êtr-r/hr-sq'ft-F"
f,óf, LF'RINT "HI=" r HI. "Ftut/hr-5q' +t-F"
f,64 LPRINT "U=". UI. "Bttt/hr-sq' {t-F"
f,65 LPFINT "SHELL SIDE FEYNOLDS NO'='"Fç
f66 LF,ñINT,,M=,,,tfr,'C-,,.C
;ó7 LFRINT "FW=".Fhl. "PZ="'FZ
f,ó8 LFRINT "TUEE SIDE REYNOLDS No'="'F
;óe LFFTTNT ',HEAr iRÃÑsÈÈnro rN HALF FEET LEN6TH=". oL! "Btr-r./hr"

f,7() LFRINT "RATIO ST,zSL=".R1. "6="'G



._.. I Lr. rtrI "l.'= .ì!'.'lþ,i" . Il^r

:.7f, GOTO 1f,8
f,8(-) CrA= 1

f.85 LF'R]NT ''LEI'I6TH FEOUIÉED TO REMOVE SUF'EF

f,86 LFÉINT "Heàt- trånsfered whiIe retrrovlnQ
f,g(:) GOTO 410

HEAT=".LE. "{eet"
qrrner Freåt=". U. "Etr-r/hr "

f,96 üC=MVxC6Í {TS-TV)
_?.97 6tH=MrJ*H6-EìC
f,98 OA= (OH/MV-HE) / (HG-HE)

f,99 LF'FINT "LENGTH FEOUIRED TO REMOVE SUF'EF HEAT="'LE.''{eet"
4C)(j LFRINT "Heat transfered while removirtQ sLlper heat="'U"'Étut'/hr"
41(-) GhJ=TUJ

41 1 TI^,=TS
4 1? GOSUE f,()(jtl
41f, F Z=F t¡J

4 14 TN=Gt¡J
4îf, LF',Rlfl'i-
4:4 LF'RINT
425 LF'RiNT
426 LFRINT
4 7LF.RINT',DETAILSoFTHECONDENSERF.0RTIONREI'I0VIN6LATENTHEAT
APOR"
428 J=r I TF=TS : 6OSUE 1 lr:ìt)
4"9 LFF:iNT
4f,Õ LF'RiNT
4f,5 RE=1.17f,1f,9ó**MVX ( 1-OA) / (DI *VL*NN)
45ö XT=( (VL/VV)-. 1) t ( ( (1-OA) /OA'"''9)* (RV/RL)''5
46.-) X I=1+1. (-r9X (XT". (1f,9)

465 SI=4514f,1.5f,*
47ö S1=VLxVL/ (FLxSIxDI )

48{:) E{E=(s1^.f,)xrçÃùznlr...0555)X((vLlvv)*.111)X(Xr*-.711)X(XI"',-.4)
445 IF RE::. l?5(:ì THEN 60T0 5Ö{l

49O FF=?. 4=?47 t( ( RE" . 64 ) XEIB

49= 60T0 55t:r
Eö(:) FF=. 85.loof,t ( ÑE'' 79 ) XBE

55(:) LFRINT "HOIFIED t¡lEB'NO' ="' FF

6Cr(-) IF FF'':.4C, THEN 60T0 67 1

61(:) SS= (84/VV) + ( 1-OA) /VL
6"(:) 5A=1 . -r7f,?:96+*MVXSS/ (DI XNN)

6f,ö OC=MV*HFÍ (DA-' 05) /NN
64(:) TT= (OCXLOG (DO/Dl ) / (t4==' 85(:)ó+) +Tl'¡J

ó5rj sE=VV*HFl (lrv* (TS-TT) )

ó6C) HI=. (:)Ôf,45* (SA-.9) X (SE- ' 3f,f,¡f,f,) *l':L/D1
67(:) GtTo 790
67t lF FE :r 1Î5(r THEN GOTO 674
67r FFi=.c-r24x(RE-1.ó) * ( ( (vLxvL) / <4'173I* (1(i^8) * (DI-f,) *FLXRL) ) ''5) *

:i;:H:i."=ái,^.-t.()4)x(((v.-xv.-) /<4.!7='1,'(1(:)-8)x(DI'f,)ÍRL*RL))-'5)
675 LFFIINT
676 LF'RINT
677 LFRINT "FFOUDE NUi4EER="'FR
67A IF FR '.:. 7 THEN GOTO 690
679 F.Fr=CL'fiVL/t,lL
68t-) HL=. Cì33* ( ( ( 1 . :7i11f'9ó**MV) / (VL*DI xNN) ) "' 8) * (FR'' 4 ) *l':L/DI

681 H9=HL*((1-OA)'.8)
6A? 79=( ( (1/OA)-1)-'8) X ( (F5'161ç)^'4)
68f, HI=H9,* ( 1+ (1. B,/ ( Z9*. 95) ) )

684 F'R l NT F'S

å85 GOTO 79(:)
ó9t) F'Fi=CLf.VL,/l'lL

184

OF SATURATED V

( (xI/XT)'1,5)

*.((xIlxT)"1.5)
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69 1 GX=1 . "7f,1f,9ó*Xllv/ 
( DI xDI XNN)

697 6E= ( 1-OA) [GX+OA*GX[ ( (RL/RV)'.5)
69f, R9=DI xGElVL
654 7F R9 :i 5o(l(l(:) | THEN Gtf O 697
695 HI=5. ():X (FR". f,f,f,f,f,) * (R9''. f,f,f,f,¡f,) ll'lLlDI
ó96 60T0 79(:)
ó97 HI=. (i263X (FK'. f,f,f,f,f,f,) * (F19". g) Xl' L/DI
79(l GtSUÉ f,()()(l
8ij(:) F=Rt{X6*Y,/Vt^J
8(:)5 iF F,: 1(l(j() THEN GÛTO 44f,(j
8(-)6 iF F.::r:)(l(j(-)t-)l THEN GOTO 81f,
807 R1=ST/SL
8(:)8 IF Rl .:: THEN GOTO A1 1

Br:)9 C=. f,S* (ST/SL) -. 
" : ll=.6

BlC) 60T0 8-rO
811 C=,4
41" GOTO a?()
a 1f, I F F :¡:()()(:)(:)r:rc) ! THEN 60TO 44:,(i
A 14 C- . (l:: : l'1=. 84
B 15 I F F.,:: 1{:)(:)(l THEN GtTO 44f,(1

8f,ö UI = L / ( ! /HI+!/ (HO* ( DO./DI ) ) + ( DO-DI ) XDL/ (::1' 7(:)581#* (DO+Dl ) ) )

84Cr T9= (MV*HFX. (:)5) / (HWXCI,J) + ThJ

85(r DT= ( (TS-T9/ - (TS-TIJ) )./ (L06( (T5-T9) / (TS-TW) ) )

a6(:) DZ=MVXHF * . {.r= / ( f, . 1 4 15917+*D I XU I XDT*NN )

B7r_: TW=T9
8Bf:) LE=LE+DZ
89(i U=U+f, , 1 415917#XDI XDZXNN*Ui XDT

89î LF'RINT HO."EtLr/hr-sq.ft-F"
894 LF'RINT "HI=".HI. "Etr-t/hr-sq'f t-F"
896 LFRINT "U=". Ul " "Ettur/hr-sq. {t-F"
897 LPRINT
89A LF'RINT ''LENGTH OF HEAT EXCHANGER REOUIRED TO CONDENSE 57. OUALITY="IDZ'''FEET"
899 LFRINT "OUALITY=".OA
9f,(l LFRINT "REYNOLDS NUMBER SHELL SIDE=";F
9(i1 LFRINT "LIOUID REYNOLDS No. TUETE S-IDE=" . RE

9i): LF'RINT "M="IM, "C-".C
9(Jf, LPRINT FI^I. "F'Z=''. FZ
9O9 OA=GlA-, ()5
91() IF ( OA .,:: t) ) THEN GOTO 9i(1
92C) 60T0 4f,C)
9f,(J LPÉINT
9f,: LFRINT
9f,4 LF.RINT ''THE DETAILS OF THE FINAL DESIGN"
9I,ó LFR I NT
9ì-.8 LF'R I NT " TOTAL LENGTH= " . LE. " { eet "
94C) LFRINT "TOTAL HEAT TRANSFERED=''.U. "E{tU/hT.'
95C) LF'ñINT "I¡JATER OUTLET TEMFERATURE=".TWr "Deg.F"
99() END
11C)C) TC= (TF-f,î ) *5/9
1.1(1 1 TC= (TF-f,î) *5,/9
1 17{:) T=TC+17f,
1175 TR=TF+439.67
717 6 lF J .r.,: 1 THEN 60T0 1 18t)
1177 TJ=TS+439.67
178 60T0 12f,(l

: M=.6

tBr) IF T ,:: _1qS- THEN GoTo 441(l
185 IF T .:' f,!(:) THEN GOTO 441(:)
1 9(:) VT=- 1 f, . 3Ê6+ó 1 C)4 . t 

--\ 
/ r -7 6:'3f, f, | / T"

11(:)(:) VL= (EXF (VT) ) /. 4l=,
1:5(:ì t,lL= (. {r7 4?-.OC)Ö391XTC) /1. 7:A
1T6i-) t,::!r=5. :,a444*.. tl(J1+1. 8*. Ö{)(:)(:)1*TF
128ri CL= (, 94()98-9, 

"97 
479*, C)Ö(r1 tT+ó. 581 1 4X 1 (l- (-ó ) *T^1) /4. 1 9

1:9(:) CV- (-15,5795+ . tA7t*f -7. rf,9óXlÖ- (-4) XT'1+9.41ó.]9X1(l'(-7) XT'f,) /4- 19



r86

--i,r'v'I=.-a,ff'7-.'-JiL-L-j-+1''-)¡i;li"-']I-)lii--''-)'J-:tt'ì'ir-'lrt-Jr'rl*ì-+'ì'E:/:-'7)i:1'L-'-'-:'ti-
::-'"t'-t 

"JV=t')I 
/ .417'

-,:f,(1 Vî=T' .3/ (.6997+192'77 /f +=rt.:'94/r'-")
lî4r) VG=(V1X.(](J1)/.41i' ùr?ar. 1-r¡r\er..-
?17(.t t,:.:.G=(-.(:)1114+1.:5755X,(i(i(:)1xT-1.ó8-J21È.(:)(1(j0Ö(:)1*T'Î+f'4451j'*1(i*(-1(j)t(I'i)/l'/i
B
1î7î IF J=l THEN GOTO ?f,(:)î
îf,c)(l c6- (,473949+1.5f,()46*1(1"(-4) f T+4.5f,1óf,*1(l'(-ó) xT'2-ó' i',7ÖF'b*1(:r- (-9) t(l't'\ /4'19

:f,(j I GOTO 2f,(15
1?¡\1 Ttr'=T.'I

îf,(:)5 A=1i). 6449=-=,67 1. 15f,lTF-. f,ó94f,49*LO6 (TR) * ' 4f,4Î944819(11'*

îf,(:)7 B=654-TFi
îf,1(j F'S=1(-)'(A-, (-tt-'t1746=,er!9#*TR+. B1å11f,9x8*L06 (E) t '4:'4?944A19(jf,#/TF)
3f,15 IF J=l THEN GOTO "f,45îf,f,() T1=1-ÍR/6J9.=6
?1,4(l RL-f,5!+5f,.444f,7*T1"(1/f,) +6='.E)6477*.T1'(î'lf )-7Ö.(18Ö66tT1+48' 479t'tL*1 l't'4i.]')

îf,44 GOTú 1f,5':'
i.145 TR=TF +439 . 67

"f,5() 
EC)=EXF (-4. ?XTR./6f,9' 36)

:rf,ó(-) E 1=F S

:f,7{j Eî=. cr961"5XTR
îf, 8(j El:=--:', "ó 

1 f, f, 4 4#+ . ()(:):(:r57 ó"87 * * TR-?4' 2487 g* Et')

:f,9(-)E4=.0=4E,667ce#-.86791-Ì.1f,*x.(:)(jÖ(:)1ÍTFi+.f,f,î7477Q*I'Et-l
24(:)() E5=-8.A763677#*.1jÖ(j1-7.(:)34()549#Í'Ö{l(:)(i(:rÖ1XTR+'():241"f,ó8#*E(:)
:41(:) E6=8 ' sf,6a967*x. ÖÖ{](](] 1-7. 916Ét:)95#x 1E-(j9xTF-; .71L7}=,1*,(. ()(:)(j 1 xEt]

?4ît-_r E7=-=..815f,7:6**1rJ(:)(j(lo(:)(l++s.EB1¿(i94+x1(:)(i(l()xTR+r.-¿t'787'77#fi1ilÚ(l(l{)(l(:)(-)(is*E{)
34f,{:) EB=2*Ef,
244(.t E9==,*.84
:45(l F1=4*EE
î46t) F2=5*E6
247ö VN=. {:)9ó1î5XTF/FS

"48(:) 
I =(:)

r485 TT=999999999999#
34ç() I=I+1
15ú(i IF I :: 5Ö THEN GOTO î7(1f,
:51r:ì V=VN
:5:(-j V:=V'?
f 3f,(:) Vf,=V¡ -r

154t-r V4=V'4
155(j VS=V -5
î56t-r Vó=V'6
î57(r Ff,=EXF'(-ó(19k (V+. (:)t:)1ó7) )

:58(_) F4=Fr-,"2

261t1 VN=V-F,/FV
î.b=t-, Z= (VN-V) /V
2óf,(i Z1=AES(Z)
:6f,5 IF 21 .:. TT THEN TT=21 :LL=VN
îó4() IF 21 :. 1E-(:)8 THEN GOTO î49(l
?65(j RV- 1 / ( VN+. O(l167 )

-'655 IF J=l THEN GOTO 2661
-f6,5(:) HF=(1/RV-1,/RL)*FSt1,f,(J?54509f,#r.(':'67 1'15f,81î57S',/TR-'f,698f,496#/3'f,(:):r585(lç-='#-'
(:r(j 1 74é,f,3 1 9+ * TF- . I 1 ó I 1 f,9 1 S )}: ( , 4f,4.¡9 44ã 1 9# +654 t ' 4tr4:94 48 1 9(:)tr# X LOG ( ó54- TR ) ',/ T Fl ) ) * ' 1 A5

(-ì5f,

3åó 1 T-¡=TR''3
î6ó1 Ttr=TR"f,
î6ôf, T4=TR",4
i1664 VFI=1 /RV-..-)(i167
r55g y1=l{VR..î

r--?ù(rE,j.TiÈOO v¿--'a vrr -'
1å67 Vf,=4*VR'4
î668 l.'T=4. lXTR/óf,9. 5ó



IB7

Ióå9 El; =EXF (-l'.T)

Î:;'i ii=:ål,f;îiiíãYl .es68(.î*.o.-)(ilxr"/:r-1.4i)i{:)4r'r.(:)(.}(rrj()(i1rr:'/i.'+!'-J1(:}B61YrE-rT,(r4/
4-64. 1158311*/TFr

;21i. i;==-tr:::if :i?íiYr+. r:,=c.6ó 74a* /vr-s.-¿765677#tr. ö(j(:11 ,/v?+8. 8f,68ç67*x ' c)(r(rÖ() 1/v:'

2674 H4=-?q.¡qetstia+-7',7'?74779#/V1+'o::qt":se+/vî-=','7167?i'1{.*'c)(i(i1lvf,
?67= l\(-t=L/6t:)9t.(EY-7X-(j(:)(j()C)Ó1*LO6(1+EM/'(:)(:)(:)(lÕr:)7) 

)

i t, 7 6 Hf, =H f, -i' . e?3i7 ? b* x 1 rl(j{l(:}C)(:)(:)S x H(:r

7,.,L2 I Å q =uq + 1 . 
=7J 

8='7 7 # t 1 r:)(l(:)Cr{i(i (j (:) O * * H L)

î678 HG=H 1+HÎ+. 185C)5f,XHf,+ ' 185(l5f,XEl'lX ( 1+l''T ) XH4+f,5 ' f,(j8

?é79 HE=HG-HF
?680 IF J=Ó THEN 60T0 16Êl

"681 
IF J=1 THEN GOTO :685

:68? 60TO ?69(l
?68I HJ=HG
2684 EOTO 3ó9()
î6BE CG= (H6-HJ ) '/ (TF-TS)
:69Ó LF'F I NT

:á9 1 LF'FINT
369! LF'RINT " F'ROF'ERTIES OF R-5i]î''
1ógf, LFFIINT ,'VL=,, . VL. "VV=". VV

îó94 LFÉINT "VG=".V6. "f'.L=".t'L
2693 LPRINT "t'iV=". l':.V. "l'i6=". IIG

3ó96 LFRINT "CL=".CL' "CV="'CV
2697 LFRINT "CG=". C6' "F5=" ' FS

"å94 
LFRINT "RL=" . FiL. "RV=" ' RV

:699 LFRINT "HFG=".HF' "HF="'HE
27(:)(l LFRINT "HG=".HG. "TF="'TF
:7(l1 60TÛ 29(:)(:ì

:7(1f, LF,FiI NT

:7()4 LF'R I NT

:7(:ì3 LFF: INT "XX* I¡JARNIN6 XXX

. TT. ''THE ACCEF'TED TOLAFiENCE=

17C)6 RV=1/ (LL+. (:)(j167)

"7(r7 
6úT0 :ó55

1r9(](:) RETURN
f,{:r(lÔ o= (Tt4-f,î) tr.3 /9+?7:'. I=
¡rÖ,:r Ir o,117f,.15 THEN 60T0 441()

i11(:) IF B;..?73 THEN GOTO f,18(j
:.1î(:) B1=(:) : Eî=l
f,1:i(:) Bf,=-, f-)(:) 1î '.:B4=4 . ?!7
f.14t-r E5=19,6 ¡ F6=175C)
515tj B7=1 : EB=5ó9

:01=O-î7f,. 15
f, 16(:) E9=. 154 : C 1= 1l ' 99

VAF.OUR DENSITY CONVEFIGES AT A REDUCED TOLARENCE OF''

1. (i E-08"

317(.) 60T0 4f,5Ö
f,18(:) IF O::8(:) THEN GOTO 3î5(:)
f,19c) El=O :B!=1
f,?()(:) E{f,=-. C)(:)îó : F4=4. f 1 I
'Ir10 E5=4ó : Bó=1652
f,21r) B7=1.o :EB=374
¡ãJo eç=. ¡ç: ¡ cl=1f.1r :01=o-î75
f,î4{) 60T0 4f,5(j
Í23I:) IF O.:':85 THEN ÉCITB trf,îÖ
f,-J6(:) F 1=() : Etî= 1

f,27(1 Ff,=- . (:)(1 1E : Ê4=4 ' 198

f,180 É5=l'9-a :Fó=14?î
f,?9cr E7=1,É :E8=58r
f,f,(:)(:ì Erg=. !9 : C1=10. Î6 : Ol=O-îatj
f,f, 1ö GOTO 4f,5(j
f,f,-:(i IF O.r:9Ö THEN 60T0 f,f,9c)
f,f,f,(j B1=.i)(:)(:i3 :Êî=1
f,f, t.t Ef,=-'Ö(i1 :E4=4' 189

:1f,5(:) E5=:9 : Etó= 13î5
f,f,6c) F7=1.ó :BB=:i9(:r



188

, ,i-,, Lrl..J iLi 4,'':rt..r

f,f,9(:) IF Oi193 THEN GOTO f,46')
¡4{j(:) E1=.(:)(:}(jî :E{f-1. t:)(:}1

=,41Õ 
:Hlj,=-6 - (lC)(l(:)() 1E-{:)4 ¡ E¡t=4 ' 184

fi4:Ö E{5=?4'î :Eió=1(18(j
a.4:.t-) E7=L .6 : B8=598
f.44ri É9=. l AB I C7=7 ' =6f45{J GOTO 4f,5(1
f,46(:) IF O:i(l(:) THEN 60T0 f,S-='(j

f:47C) E1=,()(.)(:)Î'E:=1'(l(:r:
348(-l Bf,=-. C)(1r14: E4=4. 181
f 49(:) E5=3{:). I : E6=959
f,5()rl E7-1-4 :Et6=6(:)6
f,51(:) E{9=, 158 : C 1=6 - ó1
f:51(l GOTO 4f,5Õ
f,5f,(:) IF O.if,(j3 THEN 6OTO f,6(:)(1

tr54(-) E1=. (:)(-)(:)4 t Ë(:=1. (l{:)f,

f,55() Bf,=-. (:)(i{13: E{4=4. 179
:-,56C) E{5=17.2 :F6=855
7'57t1¡ B7=L .4 : FA=61f,
f,58(:) E{9=. 1?6 : C1=5.8f,
359(:) GOTO 4f,5Õ
16ö(.) IF 0::f,lC) THEN 60T0 f,67Ö

=ó10 Er1=.OOO4'83=1.(-)(:)E
f,6:(:) El=(i ¿:ri4=4. I78
f,6f,(:) E=,=14.8 ¡Fì6=769
f,ó4{j B7=1 .6 ' BA=óît)
f,6EO B9=' 1 1é : C1=5' 3
f,éó0 GoTÛ 4f,5Ö
f,ó7() IF O:r'f,l5 THEN GOTO 374()
f,68() E1=.C)O()4 !83=1'()07
f,,5-rr:) Bf,=, ()(:)(:): ¿84=4 ' 17e
f,7(:)(:) B5- 1:. I : B6=ó95
f,710 F7=1.î :88=óîB
1.7?lt É9=.rtg? : C1=4. ó:
f,73(:) GOTO 4f,5t1

=.74(-\ 
lF O:ìf,:C) THEN 60TO f,81(l

f,75(:r B1=.C)(|C) 'Eî=1'(r(:)9
:,76(1 Ef,=. 0()01 =I-i4=4. 179
f,77(:r B5= 10. I ! E6=6f, 1

,l7Bt-r E7=1.î :EB=6;-'4
f,79(j F9=.(:)78 ¡c1=4. ló
f8{:}C} GOTO 4f,5(j
f,81o IF O.:'f,îS THEN ÉOTO f,88()
;81C) E1=.t)(:)(:)4 :E{3=1'(-}11
f,8f,(j E-=,=. ()fl(j4 : E4=4. 18

¡B4r) E5=9.8 : B6=377
f,85(:r F7=1 rEB=ó4(:)
f,86(j E9=. (r7 ¿c1=i,.77
f,87c) GOTO 4f,5(:)
388() IF O'r3f,() THEN 60T0 39gC)

f,49(j B1=ó.O(JoC)C)1E-04 :Bî=1'O1f,
-ì,9r1(l E{f,=. (i(l(:)4 : Er4=4. 181
_1.91ö E5=7.8 :Eó=518
f,9:(:) B7=1 : E8=645
f,9f,(] E9=. Ó54 : Ct=f,.41
194(:) GOTO 4-=.5C)

f,950 I F O: i-,f,5 THEN 6OTC| 4(:)1{)

:i96(:) E1=.(11104'E{î=1.(:)16
f,97i:ì Ft3=. (lÖÕ.4 I E4=4. 184
f,cE(:) E{5-7.? !F6=489
f,9çC) Et7=1,î :EB-óS(I

: O 1 =O-29(:)

: O 1 =O-195

: 01=o-fi(j(:)

: O 1=O-f,(r5

: 01=O-f, 1(:)

: t1=O-f,15

: O 1=O-f,2(:)

: Ct 1 =O-f,?S



189

40r:ir:) É9='{154 :C1=l'15 :O1=O-f,f(:)

4(:) 1(i 6tTO 4f,5Ú
4(:)î,r IF O.:':.4(:) THEN 6OTo 4Ö9ti

oriJt:, n t =¿. (:)(:){:ì(iO 1E-Ö4 ' E?= 1 ' tj 1E

4(:)4{:) E j=. ()(:)r:)4 : E4=4 ' 186

4(j5(l F5-6.6 rB6=45f,
4i.)6ó. Ê7=.8 : É8=656
4(170 E9=. (i44 : C 1=2 ' BA

4(:)Ë(l 60Tt 4f,5Õ
4r)9r-) I F O.:f'45 THEN 60T0 4 1'5(:)

4irjr) B1=ó. (:)(j(l(101E-(:)4 : Eî-1' (:r:1

q i i,i e¡=a, Ö()(jc)(j 1E-Ö4 : B4=4 ' 188

41î() F5=ó,: :86=41(i
4!aÛ B7--I'6 :E8=66(')
414(-) E9=.04: :c1=î.6o
413Ö GOTO 4;5(:i
416(j IF O;' f,5{:) THEN ÉcrTo 42f'(:)

+ii,:t er=¿. oÒ(:röo1E-(r4 : E?=1' (t24

41Brl Ef,=. (:)(1()8 : B4=4 . 191

4t9t-' É3--4.8 : E6=349
4"(:ì{i E{7=(-) : B8=668
411{j E9=. (-) r.¡ : L I -¿ ' rJ
4:3(:) 60TO 4f,5(:)
+i¡,:, rr o.if,S5 t*t¡ 667¡ 4"9t)
qãaO Ef=¿.(:r(lO(-)()1E-{:)4'B:=1' (:)17

4rÉJrl Ff,=, (j(:)(:)B : E4=4. 195
4"6{) Er3=4,4 :86=f,65
427t-.1 B7=.ó :É8=668
4-g(-) E9=. (ii : c 1=î. f 9

4283 GBTO 4f,5(-)
qlçt:r if O.=-='ó{-) THEN 60T0 441(l
4f,()i:) Er l =. O(l(18 : Eî= 1 ' (:)f,

4;-,1(:) Bf,=.{j{jrl8 ¿F{4=4' t99
4f,?(l B5=f,,8 :FÉ'=f, f,

: O 1=Cr-f,f.5

: O1-Û-:-'4t-r

: O 1 =0-f,45

: O 1=O-f,5(:)

4f.r-,(1 E7=. ó : EA=67 1

+ic;, Bç=' or+ ! c1=?' 14 t91=o-:=:
+is,., nw= ( 1/ ( (É1xo1+82) *1()'-f,) ) x' Öó14"8

4;.6(l ct¡= (E;ÍD1+84) X. îf,886
+i7o vr¡= ( -85*o 1+Fó ) x:419. I * 1o*-6
qie,i r';w= (F7xt1+BB) t 1(j--3'x '=77a?
41,9ii Fbl= (-E9xO1 +C1 )

44(:10 60T0 44:O
++ii' r-i'nlrur "EF:FoF IN FKoFERTY LIMIrs"
44"rr-) LF.R I NT

44ii LFRINT '' F'ROF.ERTIES OF NATER"

44îî LFRINT "RW=" . Rt¡J. "ÊN=" ' Ct^I.

qci: Lr.ntÌ,tr "vFJ=" . vl^l. "t'it^l=" . lr't^t

4424 LFRINT "F't'l=".Fl'l' "Tt¡J="'Tt¡J
44i5 FETURN
44f,(JLF.F]NT,,x*xEFRoRxx*THISF.R0GRAMHASNoC0RRELAT]oNSTf|F.REDIcTNUSSELTNUME
EFI [,¡HEN THE nEvr'lôLDS NUI4E{EÉ IS LE;S'ïÃar'J t'i'r'i nr'lo wHÈll GREATER THAN :o(iÖ(j(i(l' "

444(:) END


